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REGULARS

EDITOR’S MESSAGE

A

s we approach another Australian summer, with its
promise of the holiday season, some relaxation of
COVID border restrictions, and learning to live with
‘COVID normality’, I am excited to introduce the Summer
2021 edition of Healthcare Facilities. It is packed with articles
of interest and products that support and enable world-class
healthcare engineering, which is at the core of the mission
of IHEA. We thank all of our supporters, members and
stakeholders for their contributions to IHEA during 2021 and
look forward to this continuing into 2022.
Perhaps most exciting, alongside the excellent technical
content, is the news from branches around the country that
in-person activities are on the increase. A spectacularly
successful WA State Conference, and superb branch PD
events in SA and QLD, indicates that the IHEA branches
remain actively committed to supporting members to
get together and share their stories, successes and
companionship.
All of us are acutely aware of the challenges that have
faced the eastern states, who have perhaps been hardest hit
by more recent COVID events, and we applaud the frontline
healthcare workers, and especially the unsung heroes in the

support services, who don’t find themselves on the front
pages. This obviously includes the healthcare engineering
and facilities management teams, but also the support staff
in hotel services, waste management, cleaning, security and
administration, who are slogging it out everyday.
The IHEA applauds the efforts of all the teams providing
healthcare, testing and vaccination for this virus that has so
disrupted our lives, and as we as a country, community and
a member association continue to push forward – lets be
grateful for everybody who is working hard to make a bad
situation better.
From the IHEA, we wish all of our readers a happy holiday
season, and hopefully the opportunity to reconnect with the
people who are most important to you, and some personal
time to recharge.
Until 2022 when we hope to meet in person in Perth, best
wishes and take care.

Regards
Darryl Pitcher – Editor
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NATIONAL PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

A

s I write this report, the gradual return to ‘COVIDnormal’ is gaining momentum after what has been an
extraordinary journey. The last 20 months or so has
been life changing for many of us and as we start to look to
the future and how we can adapt to the new ‘business as
usual’, I have had pause to reflect on what impact this may
have on our industry and also our organisation.
Facility managers and engineers have been at the forefront
of the response and there is certainly some great momentum
in the industry now regarding the profile of these functions
with the operations of healthcare facilities.
Change has become the clear constant of this pandemic.
We have changed how we work, how we interact with others,
how we shop, how we spend our time. And we have changed
how we do our work as health facility professionals.
Health governance entities are already starting to look
at integrating pandemic response into facility design and
operational policy. Certainly from my experience and research
there is a particular focus regarding the need for facilities to
optimise building efficiency and flexible asset utilisation, to
enable rapid mobilisation of pandemic plans.

I’m sure many, if not all, IHEA members have had some
exposure to their workplace COVID response and this is a
great opportunity to encourage new and existing members
to network and communicate their respective learnings. I’m
also looking forward to being able to share our collective
experiences at both a national and state level once border
restrictions are finally lifted and travelling returns to normal.
With the above in mind it is timely to remind all members
that the 2022 IHEA National Conference themed “21st
Century Healthcare Engineering” is being held in Perth, WA on
May 11th -13th, 2022.
Finally I’d like to thank and welcome our new corporate
members and also express my appreciation to the national
board and CEO for steering the organisation through some
extremely trying times
Stay Safe
Jon Gowdy – IHEA National President
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CEO’S MESSAGE
* Information * Knowledge
* Ideas * Learning

I

n the previous edition of Healthcare Facilities, I
contemplated various statistics to suggest there are around
1300 hospitals and healthcare facilities across our nation
with nearly an even split of private and public facilities,
depending on how you define a hospital, local health service
or clinic.
Furthermore, in a recent online article I read, the OECD
observed:
• “Spending on health in Australia in 2018 was approximately
10% of GDP and is expected to rise to 13% by 2030.”
That didn’t seem to be a particularly big increase to me across
a decade or more.
• “The US however currently spend about 18 % and expect
to spend around 20 % of GDP on health by 2030.”
It seems extraordinary to me for all the general
commentary and criticism about unaffordability of healthcare
in the US they apparently spend and expect to spend 2 times
as much as we do in this country. On a ‘per capita’ basis this
is also true – about double. Of course the unprecedented
pandemic spending will skew these figures in the near term.
‘Total spending on healthcare’ is a nebulous thing however.
(OECD has a lengthy definition you can look up for yourself).
So what, if anything, does this say about our healthcare
system and our Healthcare Facility Management sector? The
comparisons got me thinking and digging a little further to
find the OECD also specifically compare Capital Expenditure
on health across the 35 member countries - a figure difficult
to nail down in Australia from the usual national data sources
with health funding mostly the domain of the states. ‘CapEx’ is defined as including systems and facilities as well as
the built assets, a metric that better reflects the scope and
domain of our national cohort.
This is where it gets intriguing (and a little baffling). As a
percentage of current total spending on health, in Australia
Cap-Ex is a mere 7.8 % - though we’re ranked 8th out of the
OECD 35. The US are ranked 28th at 3.5 % Cap-Ex of total
health spend.
As Cap-Ex relates to GDP for Australia that is about 0.7
% and for the US about 0.6 %. Greater minds than I can
probably explain and draw conclusions about these statistical
relationships and as always, the ‘devil is in the detail’ so if
you have any further interest see the link to the OECD report
below.
Why is any of this important? Well I think it is about IHEA
being able to define in reasonably current macro terms, what
the full economic value and extent of our healthcare sector
is and where the members and stakeholders of the IHEA sit

within that. ie... the full scope of the healthcare engineering
and facilities management industry in Australia. What is
the annual total capital spend in Australia on hospitals and
healthcare facilities, what is its total asset value and what is
the economic contribution this specialised sector delivers
to the national economy? This is something we should all
broadly understand, agree on, know and promote.
Having a handle on the total value and contribution of
the sector provides a platform for comparing funding trends,
defining and targeting special interest issues, lobbying
government and other stakeholders about the importance and
value of this specialised field.
I’m sure that at a state level you are all well aware of the
annual numbers, health budgets and forward estimates that
represent your local jurisdiction but - is this something that
IHEA nationally should be intimately aware of, monitoring and
forming opinions or positions about?
The full scope of our industry sector in Australia defined by:
• the number of healthcare facilities
• the total capital spent annually on providing these facilities
• the number of people delivering and supporting these
facilities
• the number of active members of IHEA, the national peak
body for healthcare facility management
and so on.
Many industries or larger organisations would employ
the services of a major think tank, specialist management
consultancy or perhaps one of the Big 4 accounting/advice
firms to research and produce knowledge of this nature, all for
a substantial fee.
I believe this is a conversation that should be developed
further within our own ranks and a topic of the national
board to pursue and consolidate knowledge which is no
doubt readily available from each of the states with many
IHEA members holding key positions in major hospitals and
facilities.
As this is the last opportunity for the year I wish everyone
associated with IHEA and everyone involved in the healthcare
industry, season’s greetings and happy holidays for the
coming festive period.
Best regards,
Clive Jeffries – CEO
OECD (2019), “Capital expenditure in the health sector”, in Health at a
Glance 2019.
https://doi.org/10.1787/78880876-en
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QLD BRANCH REPORT
Professional Development Seminar on
18 November, 2021
Our Spring Professional Development seminar was
held on November 18th to the themes, “Air Distribution,
Lighting Solutions and Room Pressure Monitors” and “The
Fundamental Principles of UV Disinfection”. These were
presented by Holyoake and Opira, and were held at the
Pineapple Hotel in Brisbane. We had a great turnout of 45
attendees, and everyone enjoyed the opportunity to meet
and catch-up without the need for masks. Peter Lutkic from
Price Holyoake AU shared with us his wealth of experience
on the best practice for operating theatre laminar flow and
lighting, pressure monitoring and thermal Variable Air Volume
diffusers. Artur Melnitsenko from Opira also presented with
his usual great enthusiasm on the fundamental principles of
UV disinfection and getting the most out of the technology
in the different situations it is utilized. Thankyou to Peter and
Artur for their great presentations.
Special thanks also to Holyoake for sponsoring the
seminar and to the COM members for helping to get the
seminar off the ground. We will endeavor to get the video of
the presentations on the IHEA website in the near future.
.



Country Professional Development Seminar in the New Year
COVID willing, the Committee of Management is planning for
a Country Professional Development Seminar early in the new
year. Stay tuned for more information as we finalize our plans.
New Members
A warm welcome to our new members Renee Dawson,
Phoebe Gane and Bill Sullivan from Greencap. We are looking
forward to catching up with you at our future events.
Committee of Management
I’d like to welcome Matt Smith as Vice President of the Qld
Branch. Matt only took a little bit of convincing to pitch in and
it is great to see keen, younger members joining in the work
of contributing to Branch coordination. Our COM members
currently are:
President

Brett Nickels

Vice President

Matt Smith

Treasurer

Michael Ward

Secretary

Danny Tincknell

State National Board
Representative

Adrian Duff

Committee Member

Christopher Aynsley-Hartwell

Committee Member

Arthur Melnitsenko

Committee Member

Darren Williams

Committee Member

David Gray

Committee Member

David Smith

Committee Member

Peter White

Committee Member

Mark Fasiolo

Committee Member

Mark Collen

If you would like to communicate with the QLD Branch via
email, please do so at ihea.qld@ihea.org.au .
Wishing you all a safe and happy Christmas and New Year.
All the best to you and your families and I hope any travel and
holiday plans are realised. For many it has been a busy and
stressful year due to COVID and I hope you all get refreshed
during this festive season.
Brett Nickels
President, QLD Branch
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Mitigate risk and
ensure compliance
in your healthcare
facility.

Ensure
power supply
reliability

Protect people,
patients and
property

Be ready in
case of an
emergency

Mitigate risk and downtime for your healthcare facility through proactive maintenance of HVAC, Fire and
Electrical systems. Regular servicing will help to eliminate and spot any potential problems before breakdowns.
At Grosvenor Engineering Group (GEG), we understand that the comfort of patients and doctors is paramount
in hospitals and clinics. The reliable operation of cooling equipment supporting critical MRI and other medical
equipment cannot be compromised.
At GEG, we have over 25 years’ experience providing end-to-end solutions to many healthcare facilities. Our
technicians proactively maintain operational technical assets, ensuring your patient-care continues as usual.

www.gegroup.com.au

HVAC | Fire | Electrical | Advisory | PropTech
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IHEA VIC/TAS BRANCH REPORT

T

he branch Committee of Management met on 27th
October to map out the next 3 months events, given
the State is emerging from the COVID lockdowns to a
COVID-normal state we are looking at opportunities to meet
face to face again.

had up to 90 COVID in-patients drawing down large volumes
of oxygen, coupled with the colder climate of Melbourne the
bulk oxygen evaporators are working overtime to supply the
volume required, and icing of the evaporators, which would
trigger low flow alarms.

November 26th

So what did we do?

•

One of the benefits of our bulk oxygen set up is that we have
N+1 evaporators, so a short term simple solution was for the
engineering team to schedule evaporator changeovers every
3 days to allow for thawing out / de-icing.
Our long-term solution engineered by Operations Manager,
Jamie Robinson, was to simplify the process and engineer out
the problem by setting up a simple de-icing cycle using over
the counter sprinkler components circuit to come on at night
and warm up the evaporators. The system can be programed
for longer more frequent amounts of water in winter where
the ambient temperature drops below 5c and icing is more
prevalent
We all have oxygen enclosures of various sizes and
configurations, as seen in photos below, and maybe this
simple solution could be easily adapted to suit your enclosure.

•
•

Holyoake Case study on supplying a CARES unit to Royal
Brisbane Hospital
Branch AGM
Social catch up at Castle hotel

Early 2022 (TBC)
•
•

Annual social event
Site visit to the Melbourne Metro Project, Parkville Station.

As I write this report the local COVID patient numbers
continue to increase in Victoria, this has presented a number
of challenges for hospital engineers and facility managers in
areas such as ventilation, patient transports (internal ward to
ward and hospital to home) food services and oxygen demand
and flow.
Currently The Royal Melbourne Hospital bulk oxygen
enclosure, feeds five hospitals of various size (RMH, Peter
Mac, RWH, Frances Perry, and Melbourne Private). We have

Michael McCambridge
Vic-Tas Branch President

Echuca Hospital Oxygen Enclosure

The Royal Melbourne Hospital Oxygen
Enclosure

Epworth Geelong Oxygen Enclosure
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WA BRANCH REPORT

T

The IHEA WA branch has been moving from strength to
strength in 2021, powering ahead in a COVID safe way
all-be-it with less disruption than many of our eastern
states colleagues. We thank them from across the nation for
all the restrictions and limitations they have endured to help
keep everyone safe. WA healthcare facility workers (like most)
now have mandatory vaccination requirements, impacting
clinicians, facility managers and subcontractors right across
the sector. We continue to ensure that healthcare facilities
remain a safe place where vulnerable people can come for
care.

HEPA filter. Mr Alex Rodgers from NDY provided a timely
presentation on COVID Risk Assessments of Facilities/Rooms.
Mr Warrick Brown from NDY helped us understand Medical
Gas System Limitations for Ventilators - being an issue on
everyone’s minds as we continue to plan and develop surge
ICU capacity. The event was well attended with approx. 20
in-person and 15 online attendees. Thank you to NDY for
their assistance to livestream and record the event, and their
sumptuous catering and refreshments enjoyed by all in the
room.

Special General Meeting and new Committee of
Management
Following the highly successful country conference in
Kalgoorlie, the WA branch got back to basics and convened
the State Special Meeting; and elected new officers to the
roles within the WA Committee of Management. Mr Mark
Stokoe supervised the elections, at the Melville Tennis Centre,
where (thankfully) many of the COM were re-elected. New
officers Mr John Pereira and Ms Jana Simpson put their
hands up and joined the team – and both bring a wealth of
healthcare engineering and facilities management to the IHEA
WA branch. A light-hearted presentation by Mr Alex Rodger
on “What exactly is a building services engineer...?” ended the
evening with many laughs and a few beers at the bar.
We are delighted to advise the IHEA WA Committee of
Management for 2021/22 members:
President

Fred Foley

Vice President

Alex Foster

Treasurer

Yuri Deans

Secretary

Andrew Waugh

Member

Jana Simpson

Member

John Pereira

Member

Leif Jensen

Member

Sue Done

Member

Sarah Bailey

Member

Gavin Kinsella

Immediate Past (Past) President

Greg Truscott

Mr Warrick Brown (left) Mr Alex Rodger (right) both of NDY

September Branch Meeting and PD session at NDY
In September we gathered in-person and online at the offices
of Norman Disney Young to host our branch meeting and
professional development session. The NDY collaboration
space had air being conditioned by a demonstration Illimex
400 - UVC and HEPA In-Room Filtration Unit, brought by Mr
Trevor McGrath from ETG. Trevor also gave a presentation on
the effectiveness of the unit as confirmed by microbiological
log-count reductions achieved through the UVC chamber and

Illimex 400 UVC and HEPA in room filtration unit
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Thanks go out to the conference speakers for their informative, challenging and entertaining talks, provided at short notice.
Presentation - Coronavirus Intro 201

Sarah Bailey of QED

Presentation - Engineering COVID Risk

Alex Rodger of NDY

Presentation - Liquid Nitrogen Distribution Systems Engineering for Safety

Matthew Penfold of Serco Australia

Presentation - WA Hotel Quarantine

Laurie Glossop, of Glossop Consulting

Presentation - A multi-jurisdictional COVID-19 response in the private
healthcare sector

Lucille Ridley, of Saint John of God Hospital
Group

Presentation - Solar Part 1 - Hazards

John Pierera of Spotless

Presentation - Solar Part 2 - Solar Power System Benefits

Mark Timson of Serco Australia

Presentation - An Optimised Approach to Water Quality Sampling Programs

Steven Delids of EcoSafe International

Presentation - Building Analytics (BMS) and Healthcare of the Future

Daren Coley of Schneider Electric

Presentation - Royal Flying Doctors

Paul Ingram of WA Royal Flying Doctors Service

Presentation - Maintenance: Changing from Hard to Smart

John Bose of Saint John of God Hospital
Murdoch

Presentation - Empowerment, Communication and Connections

Kate Elizabeth Coaching

Presentation - Operating Theatre Air-Conditioning Upgrade

Bill Clark of Fremantle Hospital

October Hospital ED Tour

Welcoming address Mr Rohit Jethro (bottom right)

Rooftop Plant room Views across Nedlands
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In October Mr Rohit Jethro from Ramsay Healthcare provided
the WA members with an exciting pre-opening tour of the
Hollywood Hospital new Emergency Department project.
The $67 million project at the Nedlands campus felt warm
and welcoming. The new ED is on the ground floor of a
multi-storey new development, which includes three 30-bed
wards. Forty WA members and guests attended the tour.
Many thanks Mr Rohit Jethro, Engineering Manager and to
Ramsay Healthcare for hosting the event and for the delicious
buffet dinner and drinks after the tour. There were three tour
groups (due to size) led by hosts involved with the project.
The whole event was livestream broadcast via the IHEA Zoom
platform and recorded to share with interested members. It’s
1 hour 15 minutes and requires some careful curation before

Complementary dinner and drinks being enjoyed

BRANCH REPORTS

being made available to members... please bear with us as
we cut this down into a summary. Final thoughts included a
discussion on the “Open-book Procurement Method” being
adopted to save time (2 years from business case due to
commence next month) and allow flexibility from all parties to
provide improved process and cost savings.

•

•
•
•
•

New Emergency Department - Entrance
•

Emergency Department – Clinical Spaces

Brand new building (demolition of previous) for public
access off Monash Drive (immediately to right of existing
Main Entrance)
Ambulance bays to the side, with separate access from
public

•
•
•

Inclusion of a negative pressure isolation room on the ED
floor
Wonderful artworks of native flora.
Interesting combination of vinyl and fabrics in some
areas.
Triage desks area fitted with screens for nurse / patient
separation.
Elegant plumbing fixtures with vinyl surrounds
Centrally located nurse’s station, with beds surrounding on
all four sides. Timber cladding to nurse desk.
Pleasant staff-rooms with all the modern facilities

Alex Rodger of NDY presenting to attentive delegates

CENTIGRADE
COMMISSIONING

CENTIGRADE
MEDICAL GASES

Test and Balance of Air and Hydronic Systems

Laboratory and Medial Gases

System/Building Performance Review and Validation

Gas Manifolds

Building Leakage Testing

Tool Air

Temperature and Flow Trending

Gas Alarm Monitoring

Operating Suite Compliance Testing

Medical Compressed Air

Cleanroom Performance Testing

Medical Suction Plant

Safety Cabinet Compliance

Gas Termination Points

7 Macadam Place, Balcatta WA 6021

T +61 8 9240 1992 E info@centigrade.com.au www.centigrade.com.au
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Ward Areas
•

•
•
•
•
•

2 floors with 30 bed wards each, third floor ‘shell’ space
for future additional 30 bed ward creating a total of 90
beds in the future.
Carpet through corridor areas.
Separation of service lifts and publicly accessible lifts.
Assistance Call integration including staff (closest nurse to
patient via RTLS)
Semi en-suites in rooms (single floor drain on one fall)
allowed large format tiling. Toilet seat lids!
Challenging integration and staging of work within LIVE
hospital

Plant Rooms on the roof
•
•
•

Two chiller units that serve the new building, with extra
capacity for supply back into the main hospital
Cummins backup diesel generator; Riello UPS system;
Schneider SM6 HV switchgear
And much, much more...

November WA State Conference at Gloucester Park
The WA State Conference held at Gloucester Park in
November was hugely successful, and the highlight of
the IHEA WA calendar year! With over 70 delegates and

12 speakers throughout the day, the WA fraternity of
Healthcare Engineering professionals, supporters, suppliers
and consultants all agreed - it was a fantastic event. Special
thanks are due for the IHEA WA State President Mr Fred
Foley who personally provided event seed funding, where
the eventual attendance confirmed his faith and vision in the
strength of WA healthcare engineering. The whole conference
from original conception to delivery was completed in a short
8 week timeframe by the IHEA Committee of Management.
This event would not have happened without the valuable
support of presentation and advertising sponsors, providing
their financial support; trade displays; demonstration systems
and equipment; as well as invaluable face-to-face contact
and personalised support of our WA membership. Thanks
to Mr Greg Wenham of Serco Australia, and Mr Ryan Milne
of Ecosafe International as event Presentation Sponsors.
Further thanks to our Advertising Sponsors Mr Kevin Wright
of SW Hart & Co; Craig Campbell and the Snap Plumbing
team; Paul O’Reilly of ACOR MCE Consultants; Trevor
McGrath and Niamh O’Conner of ETG for their Illimex display.
Special mentions also go out to some of next year’s national
conference sponsors who also attended: Mr Daren Coley of
Schneider Electric; Mr Paul Ingram of the WA Royal Flying
Doctors’ Service; and Mr Ali Bagyi of Aptegral.

Magic Happening with Robbie T

Morning Tea
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The crowds were kept entertained by some lighter hearted
moments during the day including: Daren Coley forging ahead
with slides on his own screen - until Master of Ceremonies
Alex Foster decided the rest of us would appreciate following
along and caught us up! Kate Elizabeth high-fiving us in the
mirror and turning Greg Truscots’ audience participation back
at him adroitly; Paul Ingram from the RFDS who personally
assured me their portable aircraft -80 degree celsius Pfizer
freezer and battery system did NOT have a second purpose
chilling beers at the beach! Alex Foster kept notes during the
day (and accepted bribes) as to who deserved to be targeted
later by the close-up magician Mr Robbie T, at the evening
networking and drinks session.
Robbie T astounded many of us with a dazzling and
utterly baffling display of card, coin, and many unexpected
prop tricks - rings, flowers, fire and ice! I can’t give anything
away as I know not how anything was done. My personal
favourite was a card trick involving a lime, his most expensive
trick given the price of limes. Whilst sadly he didn’t make
his invoice disappear, he did leave us with many confused
and happy smiles… It was a truly magical and enjoyable
performance as we reconnected with each other during the
networking session.

Family, friends and other WA members who had to
work that day - joined conference delegates with the social
atmosphere carrying over into a fabulous (sell-out!) conference
dinner smorgasbord put on by the Gloucester Park chefs.
Entertainment of horse pacing events was enjoyed by some,
whilst we overlooked the banks of the Derbarl Yerrigan (Swan
River) and the new Matagarup pedestrian bridge across to
the riverside stadium - all on a beautifully clear evening. The
drinks flowed responsibly, and the vast array of delicious food
was consumed to repletion, until the evening finally drew
to a close. Many friendships were renewed, and new ones
formed. The WA branch of the IHEA is alive and well and
thriving!
We plan a final end of year awards ceremony in December,
before the festive break. WA will kick everything up a gear
(or two) and promise to host a spectacular IHEA National
Conference in May 2022 at the Perth Convention and
Entertainment Centre (PCEC). We expect the nation to be
opening up to interstate travel soon - and so are really looking
forward to seeing EVERYONE there!
Kind regards,
Andrew Waugh, IHEA WA State Secretary.

HEPA cart for hire
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SA/NT BRANCH REPORT

A

large group of SA members met together at our
September Professional Development event at
Western Hospital, Henley Beach.
On the menu, aside from some tasty canapés, were
two presentations on the complexities of replacing ageing
electrical infrastructure within operational healthcare facilities,
with a focus on body and cardiac area compliance.
Lucid Consulting’s Gary Clifford and AHT’s Jakob
Solley,delivered interesting insights in risk management,
project management principles, and compliance requirements.
See the full report below.
Discussion was followed by tours of Western Hospitals’
newly upgraded electrical infrastructure and networking
opportunities for members and prospective members alike
– thanks to our presenters and sponsors Lucid Consulting
Engineers and AHT, coordinating committee member Andrew
Russell, and host Kathy Nagle of Western Hospital.
The SA/NT State Special Meeting was also held at the end
of September. We recognised the many years of contributions
and service of outgoing SA/NT branch committee members
Tony Edmunds, Ross Jones and Vince Russo. We were also
delighted to welcome new committee members Damien
Breen, Gary Clifford, and our first NT committee member

Adam Walding as together we plan for what promises to be a
very interesting year for the healthcare sector.
A subcommittee has also been actively developing ideas
and key details for the 2023 IHEA National Conference to be
held here in Adelaide. We look forward to sharing these with
you in coming journals as decisions are locked down.
Also, still to come this year is our end of year event. Look
out for details to be released soon!
We always welcome new ideas or feedback – ihea.sa@
ihea.org.au.
Stay safe,
Michael Scerri
President, SA/NT branch
Your 2021/22 Committee of Management
President and National Board Representative – Michael Scerri
Vice President and Treasurer – Andrew Russell
Secretary – Daniel Romeo
Committee Member – Richard Bentham
Committee Member – Damien Breen
Committee Member – Gary Clifford
Committee Member – John Jenner
Committee Member – Darryl Pitcher
Committee Member – Max Sankauskas

DID YOU KNOW WE MANUFACTURE OUR
HEPA FILTERS IN SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA!
The VOKES range of HEPA (High Efficiency Particulate
Air) filters, are designed for use in applications where
critical air is required such as Hospitals, Cleanrooms &
Pharmaceutical industries.
All HEPA filters are manufactured in Australia,
individually tested and meet all stringent requirements
of AS 4260.
With locations Australia wide, Simply scan the QR code
to find your local branch and more information on our
HEPA products and services, or visit our website at
aesenvironmental.com.au

Scan for our locations
Australia Wide!
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IHEA SA Professional Development Event:
How to Upgrade Major Electrical Systems in an Operational Environment

D

uring September the SA Branch held a technical
presentation at Western Hospital for facility owners,
maintenance personnel, engineering consultants
and other parties responsible for the upgrade and safety of
electrical systems in healthcare facilities. The presentation
was attend by 30 individuals and included the main session
on upgrading electrical infrastructure, a presentation on the
importance and certification requirements for AS:3003 for
body and cardiac protected areas and concluded
with an informative overview of the recently
completed Hybrid operating theatre.
The first presentation delivered by Gary Clifford
of Lucid Consulting Engineers provided various
scenarios faced by facilities regarding how and
when to upgrade major infrastructure and what
options exist to minimise or mitigate the impact of
disruptive and costly capital projects on functioning
facilities. The presentation discussed systems such
as utility infrastructure, site main switchboards,
generators and essential power supply
configurations, UPS’s, distribution boards and
RCD implementation. The scenarios demonstrated
that rarely can one installation approach meet the
various clients’ aims and that detailed consultation

is required to ensure the stakeholders are fully informed of the
design options and impact on their business. Often initial cost
needs to be weighed against disruption, redundancy, future
capacity, ease of testing and ongoing costs in a collaborative
and open manner.
AHT Group’s Jakeb Solley presented on the challenges
of achieving and maintaining compliance with AS3003 in
modern healthcare facilities. Some common non-compliances
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were discussed, including cascading issues that dictate
the process in which items are addressed, along with the
dynamic requirements of different wards and units. The
ultimate take away message was that each facility needs to
consider the entire network from Main DB’s to local DB’s prior
to understanding the BF / CF issues as these are pivotal to
facilitate the patient area upgrades. As for the best approach,
early and continuous communication is the only method
to keep the project on track with the lowest risk to clinical
impacts and customer expectations.
Kathy Nagle, CEO of Western Hospital, was passionate in
her overview of the recently completed cardio-vascular hybrid
operating theatre. Due to prearrange surgeries, access to
the theatre was not possible at the time however the collage
of photos provided, detailed the extensive equipment and
functionality now available at Western Hospital.
Special thanks to IHEA members Lucid Consulting
Engineers and AHT Group, and to Kathy Nagle and Western
Hospital for hosting the PD session.
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NSW/ACT BRANCH REPORT

O

ver the past several months the COVID-19 pandemic
has created many challenges for Hospital Engineers
across NSW. Despite investment on healthcare
projects, before and during the pandemic, hospital systems
and infrastructure are not efficiently meeting this accelerating
demand, with significant spending still occurring in many
local health districts to address historical under-investment
both in human and infrastructure assets. Growing healthcare
infrastructure costs and ageing assets means a struggle to
deliver on political imperatives for the delivery of new facilities,
and repurposing of existing infrastructure within NSW Health.
Due to COVID pressures during this year many events have been
canceled or deferred, and the NSW / ACT Branch is planning to hold the
re-scheduled Professional Development Conference in mid-2022. This will
include PD sessions, a Trade Display and Branch General Meeting at the
C,ex Club Coffs in beautiful Coffs Harbour. The conference theme will be
“Environmental Challenges for Healthcare Engineering”.
Currently there is a greater focus on running Professional
Development days when possible as COVID restrictions are
relaxed. The commitment to hold these events on a regular
basis will be part of the NSW/ACT 2021-22 branch strategy
to re-engage with members. The Committee of Management
is also working towards organising a PD day on 25 February
2022 and a “Save the date” notification has been sent to all
members.
Membership
All members should have received their annual membership
renewal invoices by now. The CoM is planning to follow up
with reminders for membership renewals and actively engage
with the members to understand their expectation. Due
to COVID-19 the interests from both industry groups and
health facility management professional, have considerably
decreased. The CoM is discussing a variety of strategies
on an ongoing basis to serve our members better and meet
their expectations. CoM continue to encourage members to
use the IHEA LDApp. We encourage NSW/ACT members to
contact us via email at ihea.nswact@ihea.org.au

Committee of Management
President

Rob Arian

Treasurer

Mal Allen

Vice President

Jason Swingler

Secretary

Marcus Stalker

Committee Member

Dean Benke

Committee Member

Greg Allen

Committee Member

Brett Petherbridge

Committee Member

Jon Gowdy

Committee Member

John Miles

Committee Member

Richard Dyer

Committee Member

Cameron Ivers

Committee Member

Justin Walker

To communicate with the branch committee please email us
at ihea.nswact@ihea.org.au
Rob Arian
NSW/ACT Branch President

You are in control
with TempReport!
If you are responsible for IT rooms, refrigerators, freezers, cool
rooms that store valuable vaccines, pharmaceuticals and food you
need to know at all times that the temperatures are OK.
Wireless T-TEC Data loggers monitor the equipment. To set-up and
stop logging, set alarms and security, download and print files,
use TempReport PC software.

The TempReport mobile app shows the updates from the T-TEC
wireless loggers in near real time. If no update as expected, the
lapsed time is shown in red. Alarms come as notifications. See
a graph for the last 3 days. Free with WiFi at work and WiFi at
home or use mobile data.
Temperature Technology
08 8297 7077 I sales@t-tec.com.au I www.t-tec.com.au
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new dates: 11-13 MAY 2022

IHEA Healthcare
Facilities Management
Conference 2022
11-13 MAY 2022
PERTH CONVENTION & EXHIBITION CENTRE

We look forward to
seeing you all in May 2022!
The IHEA 2022 National Healthcare
Facilities Management Conference
returns to Perth from 11 - 13 May 2022
at the Perth Convention and Exhibition
Centre.
WA will once again open for business!
Come and join your colleagues in three
days of sharing, learning, and networking.
The theme is 21st Century Healthcare
Engineering – New Frontiers.
Register Now!

Register via www.HFMC2022.com.au
to secure your attendance at IHEA 2022
in Perth.

Make Perth your 2022 Holiday Destination

Why not combine your attendance at the HFMC
2022 with a Perth holiday! The quokkas at
Rottnest Island, wine tasting in the Margaret River
and history tours in Fremantle are but some of the
incredible offerings in WA. Visit our conference
supporters at https://www.businesseventsperth.
com/ for more ideas on planning your May 2022
trip.

Sponsor & Exhibitor Opportunities
Available

Sponsoring or exhibiting will provide an excellent
opportunity to promote your organisation and to
maintain a high profile within the Health Industry.
Visit www.HFMC2022.com.au to view the
available opportunities.

Contact the Conference Organisers
Iceberg Events
Phone: +61 7 3876 4988
Email: chloe@icebergevents.com.au

GOLD SPONSOR

Register now at www.HFMC2022.com.au

SILVER SPONSORS

#HFMC22

As we journey towards 2050 every aspect of our lives is touched by an ever-increasing
avalanche of technology. Whether it is with Siri, your Fitbit Watch or your BMS, every
day Healthcare Facility Managers interact with some kind of algorithm. The systems that
drive the information evolution are attaining intelligence at an alarming rate.
Are we becoming irrelevant in the eyes of artificial intelligence?
This conference aims to give delegates an insight into the developing trends in information and
biomedical technologies that may impact on how we deliver Healthcare Facility Management Services
into the 21st Century.

DAY 1
The morning includes an optional masterclass on lessons learnt from COVID,
including drawing on expertise from industry recognised professionals, infection
prevention and control specialists and consultants working within the healthcare
industry to design and implement responses to the COVID pandemic.
Afternoon activities involve technical tours to review a first class acute care
hospital, and option to inspect a Perth base of the Royal Flying Doctor Service.
The official conference welcome reception will be enjoyed at the Perth Exhibition
and Conference centre giving delegates the opportunity to renew and make
acquaintances with colleagues from near and far.

DAY 2
The conference proceedings will include the official opening from state
and national IHEA office holders, a ministerial presentation focussed on
Australian healthcare initiatives and award winning keynote speaker,
Shara Evans. Technical presentation will include IHEA members and
industry expertise with a focus on technology and artificial intelligence
related to building services and systems. IHEA members will also share
lessons learnt from projects and initiatives associated with energy
and resource management. A presentation on the IHEA learning and
development application will provide an update on how this project has
developed over the past year.
Day 2 will conclude with the much-loved IHEA gala dinner held
at AQWA on Perth’s delightful northern beaches.

DAY 3
After a keynote presentation by Gihan Perera, technical presentations will
continue from IHEA members and specialists from the healthcare engineering
sector, providing useful and meaningful insights into cyber-security and
cyber-risks in building systems, infection prevention and control strategies
to address well known and emerging issues facing healthcare engineering
professionals. The day will wrap up with a presentation from South Australia
on the planned conference in 2023.
Please note the IHEA 2022 Conference program will be presented and printed in English. This program is an outline only and the organisers reserve the right to change the topics,
times and presenters if necessary. For the most up-to-date version of the program, view the conference website www.HFMC2022.org.au

Register now at www.HFMC2022.com.au

#HFMC22

✓ FM estimating

• Statutory and other obligations

• Risks mitigated

✓ Asset modelling

• Constrained budgets

• Spend optimised

✓ FM strategic reviews

• Reporting

• Quality improved

✓ FM procurement
✓ Asset management reviews

• Meeting long term fiscal
and environmental issues

• Distraction to core business
is greatly reduced

✓ PPP support

• Subject matter expertise

✓ Best practice reviews
✓ System and processes support
✓ Operational support

C A M S

LIFECYCLE
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CAMS del"vers
✓ Seamless data collection
upload and modelling

• Estimating

✓ Life cycle estimating

• Reporting

✓ Forward works planning

• Capex management

✓ Multi-faceted reporting
✓ Options appraisals
✓ Micro and macro data analysis

• Budgeting

• Executive/client
expectations managed
• Risk of asset failure
in service mitigated
• Whole of life costs optimised
• Core business and LCC
spend demonstrated
• Supports CAPEX business cases
• Assists with ISO 55000 alignment
• Facilitates succession planning
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ALL ELECTRIC HOSPITALS
Simon Witt
National Division Director | Engineering
VA Sciences
In 2020 the World Meteorological Organisation declared that the past 6 years had been the
hottest for the entire170 years of keeping data. Unlike the late 1980s when I joined this industry,
nowadays it is far easier to acquire and research data that demonstrates the damage currently
done to our planet, and how it is starting to fight back.
It is evident that the push towards net zero emissions must
occur and that the built environment has a significant role to
play in this process. The progression from fossil fuels must
occur if we are to limit global warming and as such it is logical
that, as building professionals, we should look to the concept
of the ‘All-Electric Building’, as this offers the best opportunity
of achieving a net zero facility.
Hospitals present a significant challenge in the allelectrification process. Most of the articles and thought pieces
I’ve read on all electric hospitals are, in the main, northern
hemisphere-centric, with a heating led climate and focus
totally on system and running cost compared to a “traditional”
fossil fuelled design. If there is a mandated target, cost
becomes irrelevant. Very few articles even acknowledge the
fact that the systems they are discussing are an integral part
of a clinical delivery system. The focus here needs to be on
healthcare, these are not commercial offices for big corporate.
In a hospital, if systems fail it can be life-ending, while if
systems fail in a big corporate building, someone merely loses
a bonus.

What does it take to make an all-electric
healthcare facility fit for purpose?
The prime objective of a healthcare facility is to improve
the health and well-being of the occupants, the engineering
services within a healthcare facility are a fundamental part
of this process. Patients and staff have a right to expect
that engineering systems and equipment will be designed,
installed, operated, and maintained to standards that will
enable them to function efficiently, reliably, and safely. The
unique nature of healthcare premises, and dependency of
patients on the provision of effective and efficient engineering
services requires that engineering systems must be resilient
to maintain the continuity of health services and ensure the
ongoing safety of patients, visitors, and staff.
For new, small to medium sized, one-off, healthcare
buildings, with a mandate in a brief, it is relatively simple to

design and construct an all-electric facility. Considerations
such as additional space for electrical infrastructure need
to be made, while clinical constraints such as ensuring
when using heat pumps for hot water, the temperatures will
not compromise the clinical effectiveness of the hospital
are also important. Some minor challenges within the BCA
(Building Code of Australia) that limit the amount of electric
reheat allowed within buildings, and limitations on the size of
electric water heaters (NCC Vol 1 J5.9) exist, however these
limitations are simply regulation, so can be changed. There
are no engineering showstoppers, everything is achievable.
The biggest challenge facing large new, facilities and
existing hospitals is their energy density. When compared
to commercial offices, a hospital can require two to three
times the energy per square metre. As such, the opportunity
for on-site renewable generation is extremely limited. This
problem is compounded by the fact that most of our hospitals
in Australia are landlocked and the roofs are heavily loaded
with engineering services necessary to support the clinical
functions, and even helipads for the major facilities.
Moving away from gas and diesel will place a significantly
increased load on the electrical infrastructure serving a
hospital. Switching a facility from a mixture of fuels to allelectric can easily double the maximum demand on the
incoming power if gas boilers are simply substituted for
electro-boilers. The ability of the local authority infrastructure
to support such an increase in demand must be reviewed on a
case-by-case basis, but it is highly unlikely, in most instances,
that the networks would be able to accommodate this change
without significant upgrade to their wider infrastructure.
A cornerstone of hospital infrastructure is resilience, the
facility must be able to support itself, or at least, should the
external energy source fail, the critical clinical functions.
It will be unwise to rely on multiple external feeders from
separate primary substations in an emergency as the
wider infrastructure is at its most vulnerable in extreme
climate events. The all-electric hospital would require larger
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emergency backup generators than we currently see on sites,
which then leads to the question are we allowed to use diesel
or gas as an emergency fuel source in a net zero strategy? I
would strongly argue yes, as the clinical implications of total
power loss for a significant period could be catastrophic.
Some have suggested the use of large batteries as an
emergency fuel source. However, the batteries required to
provide 48-hour backup to a major tertiary facility would be
very large, and then what happens if the power outage is
longer than 48 hours? Not like you can just open the lid and
top up a battery, but you can fill a diesel tank.
Legacy issues must be
considered. Quite often the
larger hospital campuses
are based around a central
energy plant, from which
services such as steam,
chilled water and heating hot
water are distributed. Also it
is not uncommon on many
hospital campuses to find
buildings and plantrooms that
are 40 to 50 years old and
still vital to the function of the
facility. Careful consideration
is needed when deciding
whether to maintain and
electrify these nodes, or
to decentralise the energy
generation around campus to

achieve the all-electric solution. Whichever option is chosen
significant planning, design and careful implementation will
be required to ensure that there is no impact on the clinical
functional or system resilience.
We aren’t going to knock down and rebuild all hospitals in
Australia before 2050. So how do you push existing facilities,
designed around multiple fuel sources, in inner-city locations,
on landlocked sites, with limited incoming infrastructure,
towards an all-electric solution, in a climate that is becoming
more extreme, without compromising clinical care?
That is the challenge we face…
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COVID-19 AND AIR QUALITY IN
HEALTHCARE – A REVIEW OF
RECENT GUIDANCE MATERIAL
AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
THE AUSTRALIAN HEALTHCARE
SECTOR
Gregor Riese
Opira
Abstract
The onset of the COVID-19 pandemic in early 2020 has led to the publication of extensive
guidance material to mitigate the spread of the virus indoors, including management of HVAC
systems. This review looks at Australia’s existing guidance on air quality in the healthcare sector
and summarises the recent COVID-related recommendations from the major health authorities
(CDC; CEC) and HVAC business associations (ASHRAE, REHVA, AIRAH). Several common
themes emerge from this body of knowledge concerning improving ventilation, filtration, and
novel air purification methods. These recommendations are directly applicable to the operators
within the healthcare sector.
COVID-19 and the Role of Engineering
Controls in Healthcare Settings
Hospital HVAC engineers may well be one of the unsung
heroes of the COVID pandemic, as the knowledge of the
airborne spread of the virus became widespread, and
increasing demands were made for greater ventilation and/or
filtration. Modifying the operation of mechanical systems to
increase outside air intake or replacement of filters with higher
performance specifications is no simple task. These activities,
along with increasing vaccination rates and improved PPE
have formed a key component in the fight against the SARSCOV2 virus (Figure 1).

Existing air quality standards in healthcare
Air quality standards for Australian healthcare facilities operate
at a higher standard than equivalent buildings of equivalent
scale/occupancy due to Infection Prevention and Control
(IPC) priorities. The core documents establishing these
standards are:

• Australasian Health Facility Guidelines Part D Infection
Prevention and Control1
• Australian Standard publications AS 1668.2, Section 6
dealing specifically with mechanical ventilation of specific
health care functions and
• Australian Standards Handbook 260 – Hospital Acquired
Infections - Engineering Down the Risk
• State-specific design guidelines, particularly those issued
by the Victorian Department of Health.
These requirements are summarised by the AIRAH
publication DA15 Air Filters and Cleaning Devices – Selection
and Application reproduced in Figure 2.
These standards, pre-date the emergence of
COVID-19 and the pressure the disease has placed on
the healthcare sector around IPC outcomes. This review
specifically examined whether healthcare authorities and
the HVAC industry have formed any consensus around the
appropriateness of current healthcare air quality standards.
1 https://aushfg-prod-com-au.s3.amazonaws.com/Part%20D%20Whole_7_
Nov%202020%20Reference%20Edit_1.pdf
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The Victorian Health and Human Services Building Authority
also issued “Engineering guidelines for healthcare facilities” in
mid-2020 and these are discussed in more detail below.

What we know about COVID-19 – Virus Size
and Dispersion as an Aerosol
The World Health Organisation (WHO) and the general
healthcare sector were initially slow to recognise the airborne
dispersal as the predominant vector for SARS-COV2
dispersal. Here in Australia and very early on in the pandemic,
internationally recognised aerosol expert Professor Lidia
Morawska and many others were warning about the IPC focus

on near-field droplets and cleaning of surfaces (fomites). This
paper also was very early in identifying ‘engineering controls
targeting airborne transmission as part of an overall strategy
to limit infection risk indoor’ and would include the very
familiar themes of ensuring ‘sufficient and effective ventilation,
possibly enhanced by particle filtration and air disinfection,
avoiding air recirculation and avoiding overcrowding’. 2
2 Morawska, L., Tang, J. W., Bahnfleth, W., Bluyssen, P. M., Boerstra, A.,
Buonanno, G., Cao, J., Dancer, S., Floto, A., Franchimon, F., Haworth, C.,
Hogeling, J., Isaxon, C., Jimenez, J. L., Kurnitski, J., Li, Y., Loomans, M.,
Marks, G., Marr, L. C., Mazzarella, L., … Yao, M. (2020). How can airborne
transmission of COVID-19 indoors be minimised?. Environment international,
142, 105832. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.envint.2020.105832

Figure 1 Hierarch of control for COVID-19 (Source: CEC 2021).

Figure 2 HVAC-based infection-control requirements for various rooms in a hospital (Source: AIRAH 2019).
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The SARS-CoV-2 virus is approximately 0.12 µm in
size and is exhaled within a droplet as part of normal daily
activities. Figure 3 shows the relative size of the virus and
other common viruses in relation to a human hair, PM2.5 and
PM10 particles. The practical effect of exhaling particles of
this size is visualised in Figure 4 with the ready spread of the
virus within an inadequately ventilated space creating a risk of
infection for others in the room over long distances and for an

extended period. Engineering controls applied to this situation
will not eliminate the risk of infection but can mitigate the
likelihood of an infection occurring.
The best analogy for the movement of aerosols in a room
is, as a non-smoker, being in the same room with a cigarette
smoker. Cigarette smoke aerosols move within a room in a
similar manner to virus particles and non-smokers in their
proximity quickly become aware of their presence.

Virus Size

Figure 3 – Virus size in comparison to a human hair and fine beach sand (Source: Virginia Tech Engineering, Linsey C. Marr, https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=dD1gKaaQg6k)

Figure 4 – Figurative representation of aerosol dispersion in a meeting room (Source: Karen Cohn, MS, CIH. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4w1lP8aMuNA)
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General COVID-19 Guidance for HVAC
Engineers
There has been a very large volume of guidance material
published relevant to the operation of HVAC systems in nonhealthcare settings with the goal of diluting or entrapping
airborne viruses to reduce transmission. Healthcare facilities
already operate at standards significantly higher than general
occupied buildings and it is not intended to review this
guidance in detail. However, there are some excellent
online resources specifically targeted for Australian HVAC
engineers:

AIRAH - Common questions about COVID-19 and air
conditioning and refrigeration systems https://www.airah.
org.au/AIRAH/Navigation/Industry_leadership/Coronavirus_
information/Common_questions_about_COVID-19.aspx ;
A.G. Coombs – Modifying HVAC Systems to Reduce
SARS-CoV-2 Transmission https://www.agcoombs.com.
au/news-and-publications/advisory-notes/modifying-hvacsystems-to-reduce-sars-cov-2-transmission/.
The general guidance can be summarised as:

Novel Air Purification
Methods

Title

Author

Ventilation

Filtration

Comment

Interim Infection
Prevention
and Control
Recommendations for
Healthcare Personnel
During the
Coronavirus Disease
2019 (COVID-19)
Pandemic 1

CDC Advisory

Optimize the Use of
Engineering Controls and
Indoor Air Quality: Explore
options, in consultation with
facility engineers, to improve
ventilation delivery and
indoor air quality in all shared
spaces.

-

-

No reference to
HVAC filtration or
novel methods.

ASHRAE EPIDEMIC
TASKFORCE HEALTHCARE2

ASHRAE

• Manage airflow from clean
to less clean
• Increased outside air
fraction

Increase Filtration
Level if Possible

Utilize portable ante
rooms with HEPA
filtration
UV air cleaning and
upper air UV light can
eradicate airborne SARSCoV-2 virus

Published April
2021.

COVID-19 Infection
Prevention and
Control
Manual3

NSW Clinical
Excellence
Commission

High-risk patients should
ideally be in a negative
pressure room with
anteroom.
– A room with ≥12 air
changes per hour (ACH)
and controlled direction of
air flow is recommended for
Airborne Precautions
– In a mechanically ventilated
‘airborne precaution room’
negative pressure (class N)
is required to control the
direction of air flow.

-

-

No reference to
HVAC filtration or
novel methods.
Proposed
standards are
consistent with
current standards
summarised in
Figure 2.

HVAC System
Strategies to Airborne
Infectious Outbreaks4

Victorian
Health and
Human
Services
Building
Authority

• Air handling systems should
supply 100% outside air
to controlled zones where
capable or a maximum %
of outside air.
• Total air movement of
between 150-200 l/s/double
door into controlled zones
• Modification to building
HVAC system to ensure
pressure differentials are
maintained

Additional particle
filtration in HVAC
system is likely to
reduce airborne
load of infections
particles.
Minimum filtration
grade of MERV
13-16 (F8 or F9)
advisable

Source capture filtration
units can serve in high
traffic areas
UVGI systems can
inactivate some disease
transmitting organisms

Published in
November 2020
shortly following
the release of
the “Engineering
guidelines for
healthcare
facilities – Vol 4”.

Table 1 – Summary of key COVID-19-related publications relevant to HVAC management in the healthcare sector
1
2
3
4

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/infection-control-recommendations.html
https://www.ashrae.org/file%20library/technical%20resources/covid-19/ashrae-healthcare-c19-guidance.pdf
https://www.cec.health.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0018/644004/COVID-19-IPAC-manual.pdf
https://www.vhba.vic.gov.au/engineering-guidelines-healthcare-facilities
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• Increase outdoor air ventilation to dilute indoor air and virus
concentrations within the capacity of the HVAC system or,
where available, utilising natural ventilation.
• Maintain relative humidity between 40 and 60 percent to
reduce virus survival times but ensure the body’s own
mucous membrane functions properly as a defence
mechanism.
• Improve filtration to a minimum of a MERV13A (“A” implying
filtration rating on a clean filter without reliance on any
electrostatic charge and in accordance with ISO16890)
within the capacity of the HVAC system. This would be
equivalent to a PM1 50-60% filter under ISO16890 or a F7
filter under the superseded EN779:2012.
• Warn against novel technologies including ionisation, dry
hydrogen peroxide, and chemical fogging/disinfection due
to the absence of an established body of peer-reviewed
evidence showing proven efficacy and safety under as-used
conditions.
• Application of UV treatment which are engineered correctly
and properly maintained.

Health Sector Specific Guidance
While several publications have addressed control measures
to limit the spread of COVID-19 in the healthcare sector,

a number of these deal exclusively with PPE only, and do
not address other engineering control measures such as
HVAC management. Table 1 summarises key findings of
recent publications by the US Centre for Disease Control
(CDC), American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and
Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE), the NSW Clinical
Excellence Commission (CEC), and the Victorian Health and
Human Services Building Authority (VHHSBA).
The VHHSBA publication is notable in that it specifically
relates to HVAC management strategies in the Australian
healthcare sector and builds on the mid-2020 VHHSBA
publication “Engineering guidelines for healthcare facilities:
Volume 4 – Heating, ventilation and air conditioning Health technical guideline HTG-2020-004”3. These HVAC
design parameters draw heavily on the AHSRAE Standard
#10 published in 2017 entitled “Ventilation of Health Care
Facilities” and contains far more detailed design parameters
for healthcare facility systems calculated in terms of minimum
ACH and outdoor air supply.

Discussion of key themes to emerge from
published COVID-19 guidance
Healthcare facilities should seek to modify their HVAC systems
to dilute and/or entrap airborne viruses to reduce the potential
for disease transmission. Depending on the HVAC system in
question, these modifications can be complex and require
specialist advice to ensure system performance and balancing.

Risk Assessment Tools for Ventilation
Adequacy
In terms of undertaking your own risk assessment of indoor
spaces, there are several free tools available to determine
the adequacy of ventilation based on room size, occupancy,
and methods of ventilation. These tools require no specific
expertise or training and provide an effective rule of thumb
whether additional control measures are necessary (Figure 5).

Using CO2 as a proxy measure of ventilation
adequacy/disease risk
Measurement of CO2 concentrations in a fully occupied
indoor space is cheap to measure and a useful proxy for the
adequacy of existing mechanical or natural ventilation. This
method does have its limitations, however, as the adequacy
of the ventilation needs to be tested when the room is at
maximum occupancy for an extended period. This suggests
the use of permanently installed CO2 monitors as a key
measure for assessing the adequacy of ventilation indoors. A
recent AIRAH/REHVA publication recommends an orange light
indicator at 800 ppm and a red-light indicator at 1,000 ppm as
appropriate standards for Australian schools.4
Figure 5 BOHS Ventilation Risk Assessment Tool (Source https://breathefreely.
org.uk/ventilation-tool/)

3 Retrieved from: https://www.vhba.vic.gov.au/engineering-guidelineshealthcare-facilities
4 Retrieved from: https://www.rehva.eu/fileadmin/user_upload/REHVA_
COVID-19_Guidance_School_Buildings.pdf
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Table 2 – Minimum Filter Efficiency (Source: pg15 VHHSBA HVAC System Strategies to Airborne Infectious Outbreaks).

Figure 6 – Filtration efficiency of HEPA vs MERV filtration (Source: ASHRAE1)
1 Retrieved from: https://www.ashrae.org/technical-resources/filtration-disinfection#mechanical

Figure 7 – Comparison of common airborne disease kill rates with MERV 13 filtration and MERV 13 + UVGI 1
1 Wladyslaw Kowalski (2003) cited in PA Jensen. Use of Ultraviolet Germicidal Irradiation as a Control to Limit Airborne Transmission. ACGIH eLearning
Presentation, 10 June 2020
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Figure 8 Air Cleaner comparison chart.
(Source: University of Melbourne https://
sgeas.unimelb.edu.au/engage/guide-toair-cleaner-purchasing)

Filtration of Recirculated Air in HVAC Systems
The generic guidance published by AIRAH and ASHRAE
recommends minimum filtration standards of MERV13 on
recirculated air or a combination of filters that can achieve
this target. In most healthcare settings, filtration meet this
standard with the VHHSBA’s Engineering Guidelines for
Healthcare Facilities recommending MERV 13-16 (F8 or F9)
for in-patient settings (Table 2).
Many other specialist healthcare zones utilise HEPA (High
Efficiency Particulate Air) filtration in protective isolation
rooms, operating theatres, and sterile stores. HEPA efficiency
is higher than MERV16/F9 and removes at least 99.97% of
dust, pollen, mould, bacteria, and any airborne particles with a
size of 0.3 μm (Figure 6).

Alternative air cleaning options – UVGI and
Portable Air Cleaners
In many critical healthcare situations, the HVAC system
capacity cannot accommodate the pressure differences
associated with higher efficiency filters. In these
circumstances, ASHRAE recommends a combined air
cleaning option utilising filtration and ultra-violet germicidal
irradiation as a means of increasing equivalent ACH and
accommodating limitations of the HVAC system.5 Due
to the relatively low fractional efficiency of MERV filters in
the 0.10 – 0.3 µm size range, often a combination of filtration
and UVGI can result in HEPA-equivalent elimination of

5 ASHRAE Source: https://www.ashrae.org/file%20library/technical%20
resources/covid-19/ashrae-filtration_disinfection-c19-guidance.pdf
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pathogens (Figure 7). COVID-19 and coronaviruses are known
to be highly susceptible to UVGI (Kowalski, 2009).6
Portable air cleaners are stand-alone devices with a fan
drawing air through a HEPA filter. The University of Melbourne
provides an online comparison tool for HEPA-filtered portable
air cleaners and comparing unit costs with the clean air
delivery rate.

Conclusion
This article aims to identify the key recommendations relevant
to reducing the risk of COVID-19 spread through hospital
HVAC systems. The application of recommended control
measures may be constrained by limitations on the existing
HVAC systems. Any major changes to outside air utilisation
and/or reuse of return air will likely require major system
modifications and specialise mechanical engineering advice.
Portable cleaners and UVC technology can provide solutions
for limitations on the HVAC system, but specialist advice
should be sought in assessing these options. Similarly, the
use of CO2 monitors and risk assessment of indoor spaces
should also be done by a qualified occupational hygienist or
indoor air expert.

About the Author
Gregor Riese is a Director of Opira who provide specialist
indoor air risk management products and services to the
healthcare sector. Gregor is a qualified occupational hygienist
based in Sydney.
6 Wladyslaw Kowalski (2009) Ultraviolet Germicidal Irradiation Handbook UVGI for Air and Surface Disinfection. Springer Berlin Heidelberg.
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SOLAR THERMAL FOR HEATING
AND COOLING OF ECHUCA
HOSPITAL
Matt Martin
Balance Energy Pty Ltd
Background

Introduction

Solar thermal energy has supplied heating and space cooling
at Echuca hospital for over a decade. In a December 2016
Australian Hospital Engineer (Volume 39, No. 4) article
‘Creating New Boundaries’, innovative features of the 2015
$66M Echuca hospital redevelopment were outlined, including
the role of solar thermal energy. Among its benefits, solar
thermal energy permits decoupling of hospital peak electrical
demand from peak air conditioning loads.
This article provides an update of recent development by
Echuca Regional Health (‘ERH’) to enhance the extraction
and utilisation of solar thermal energy at Echuca hospital,
which was supported by the Australian Renewable Energy
Agency ‘ARENA’. A comprehensive Case Study, which
includes background information regarding all stages of ERH’s
solar thermal development, is available at https://arena.gov.
au/knowledge-bank/rooftop-cst-for-hospital-heating-andcooling-case-study/. This Australian Hospital Engineer article
is based on extracts of the Case Study, summarised for IHEA
readers.

Echuca hospital extracts renewable solar thermal (‘ST’) energy
to partially supply heating and cooling needs. Two different
technologies are employed, using collector fields reflective
of innovations and market offerings of early last decade. A
‘Greenland’ evacuated tube field was installed in 2010-11
(example module in Figure 1), and a ‘Chromasun’ axistracking Microconcentrator solar field was installed in 2015-16
during the $66M redevelopment of Echuca hospital (example
module in Figure 2).

Context
The Australian built environment is a major consumer of
energy. In 2015, about one-quarter of national greenhouse
emissions were accounted for by buildings. With space
conditioning demanding about 40% of built environment
energy use, approximately 10% of Australia’s emissions are
the result of space heating and cooling of buildings.
Under the 2016 Paris Climate Accord, Australia committed
to reducing its 2005 greenhouse emission levels of 26-28%
by 2030 and recognised that global emissions need to be net
zero by 2050. Replacing energy sources for building space
conditioning with emission-free renewable energy could result
in a significant contribution to emission reduction targets.
In 2018, Australia had over 1,300 hospitals which
use natural gas for about 50% of their energy supply. If
an emission free renewable technology were proven to
adequately replace existing non-renewable hospital energy
sources, widespread application would provide a sizeable
reduction in national emissions.
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Figure 1 ‘Greenland’ evacuated tube solar thermal module
on rooftop of Echuca hospital (April 2021)

Figure 2 ‘Chromasun’ axis tracking Micro-concentrator
solar thermal modules on Echuca hospital rooftop
(November 2019)
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The solar thermal energy is used in conjunction with gas
and electricity to supply energy for space cooling, space
heating, hot water and steam. The two solar thermal fields
are integrated with the Echuca hospital heating and cooling
systems (refer Fig 3).
The larger ‘Chromasun’ solar field has suffered significant
performance, operability and reliability problems and a
project was initiated in 2018 to improve extraction and use
of ST from this field. The modifications implemented by this
project, indicated in the highlighted ‘clouds’ of Figure 3, were
relatively straightforward and have used standard equipment.
The project was commissioned in 2020 and its performance
reviewed in 2021.

Details of Echuca Hospital Heating and
Cooling system
The Echuca hospital heating and cooling system is illustrated
schematically in Fig 3. Chilled water and heating mediums
provide for hospital space cooling and hospital heating
services (space heating, hot water and steam), respectively.
Energy supplies for heating and cooling circuits include
natural gas and electricity as well as solar thermal.
Solar thermal energy is integrated with electricity and gas
supplies. The two solar thermal fields were initially designed

to heat independent hot water circuits operating at different
temperatures and pressures. These two hot water circuits
each supply an independent Absorption Chiller. Summary
details of the solar thermal technologies and their respective
Absorption Chillers are outlined in Table 1. The heating circuits
from each solar field also supply heat to hospital heating
utilities.
ERH operates with solar thermal delivering heat and
space cooling during daytime. In hot ambient conditions this
reduces the site electrical load, as supply of solar thermal
energy displaces external electricity requirements for electric
chillers. With solar thermal operating, marginal costs to supply
an equivalent amount of energy using natural gas and/or
electricity are effectively zero.
The initial Greenland/Broad design proved solar thermal
as a reliable renewable energy source capable of integrating
with standard hospital heating and cooling systems. However,
the larger and more complex Chromasun/Thermax design
experienced problems with collector field reliability, operability
and performance. ERH typically operates the Greenland/
Broad system in preference to Chromasun/Thermax.
A project was identified in 2018 to enhance the energy
from the two solar systems. This project uses standard
technologies (valves, pumps, instrumentation and heat

Figure 3 Schematic of Echuca hospital building Heating and Cooling utility systems showing solar thermal fields and scope of enhancement project in ‘clouds’
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Table 1 –Summary of Solar Thermal Field and corresponding Absorption Chilllers’ design capacities

Figure 4 Equipment installed to integrate heat between the two
solar thermal circuits (April 2021)

exchanger) to improve output from the Chromasun field and
permit heat exchange from the Chromasun/Thermax system
to Greenland/Broad and vice-versa. Figure 4 provides a photo
of the heat integration equipment installed with this project.

Solar thermal system performance
Extensive operating data from Echuca Hospital’s energy
systems is collected for performance assessment. Data is
shared with the CSIRO Newcastle Energy Centre to determine
how further optimisation could improve ST energy extraction
and utilisation.
The recent Case Study of ERH’s ST heating and cooling
reviewed historical data for:
• the Greenland/Broad ST circuit
• the Chromasun/Thermax ST circuit
• the enhancement project permitting heat integration
between the two circuits
(i) Greenland / Broad
Operation of the Greenland solar field utilises relatively few
moving parts and has proven reliable over many years.
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Prior to commissioning of the enhancement project in
2020, solar thermal energy was primarily obtained from the
Greenland field. The Broad Chiller, rather than the Thermax
Chiller, was the absorption chiller powered by solar thermal
energy, with excess heat from the Greenland/Broad heating
circuit transferred for some hospital heating requirements.
In 2018, ERH determined that 1.4 TJ/yr of solar thermal
was extracted by the Greenland tubes, at an average rate of
125 kW over 8 hours a day.
Data from 2021 indicates that under suitable ambient
conditions the Greenland system can sustain heat extraction
of 300 kW for over 1 hour. This exceeds the nominal original
capacity of the original 144 Black series tubes as noted in
Table 1.
Use of Greenland heat is reduced by the performance
coefficient of the Broad Chiller of 0.8, which means that for
each 1 GJ of energy supplied, only 0.8 GJ is provided for
space cooling. The capacity of the Broad Chiller is to deliver
500 kW of cooling, using 625 kW of thermal energy supply.
The shortfall of solar thermal energy is made up by natural gas
which delivers incremental steam to the Broad’s input energy
stream.
ERH favours operation of the Greenland/Broad circuit over
Chromasun/Thermax due to its reliability and relative simplicity
of operation. A summary of Greenland performance and
Broad chilling capability, excluding the recent enhancement
project, is outlined in Table 2.
Solar thermal energy extraction and use is largely
manually instigated and monitored by ERH. Opportunities
exist to automate operation. A ‘predictive control’ project
is being investigated by ERH in conjunction with CSIRO.
As outlined in Table 3, wide-ranging automation could lead
to doubling or tripling the current solar thermal energy at
the hospital.
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Greenland capacity

300 kW for 1 hr

Greenland annual extraction

1.4 TJ/yr

Broad Thermal input Capacity

625 kW

Broad Coefficient of Performance

0.8

Broad output Chilling capacity

500 kW

ST heat for space cooling

240 kW / 1.1 TJ/yr

Table 2 : Greenland ST performance and beneficial space cooling capability

(ii) Chromasun / Thermax
The larger Chromasun field has a nominal thermal capacity
of 690 kW, however it has suffered significant performance,
operability and reliability problems and its achievable thermal
output is not well understood.
The technology adjusts its mirrors to the orientation of
the sun and is reliant upon complex software and thousands
of moving parts to optimise solar thermal extraction (see
example photo in Figure 5). Component failures and system
complexity have contributed to low uptime. Data shows that

Figure 5 Motors and Chromasun control board for one MCT
(April 2021)

ERH operated the Chromasun field for only about 30% of the
days for the period February 2017 to February 2019.
The Chromasun brand is no longer in business and there is
no vendor support.
Nevertheless, ERH has developed considerable skills
and expertise to operate the Chromasun field and recently
improved its operation. Heat extraction from Chromasun
provided significant beneficial energy, including across the
new heat integration loop, in testing conducted in April 2021.
In combination with the more efficient Thermax absorption
chiller, there is opportunity for the Chromasun system to
significantly increase the extraction and use of solar thermal at
the hospital. This will require dedicated skilled resources to prove
and maintain operation of Chromasun hardware and software.
The Thermax Chiller has a Coefficient of Performance
of 1.3 which is some 60% higher than the Broad Chiller.
This means that for each 1 GJ of energy supplied, 1.3GJ
is provided for space cooling. As the Thermax Chiller is
coupled to the Chromasun solar thermal field, it has had low
uptime. Opportunities exist to improve Thermax operation
to increase beneficial use of the site’s solar thermal. These
include to more efficiently use Greenland solar thermal heat by
transferring it across the new heat integration loop.
Table 3 provides quantitative estimates of opportunities
associated with the Chromasun / Thermax and Greenland/
Broad systems. While these estimates are coarse, they offer
insight into the potential of a fully functioning ‘smart’ solar
thermal building. Current beneficial solar thermal energy
use is estimated at 1.3 TJ/yr, restricted by the Broad Chiller
CoP of 0.8. If all future opportunities listed in section 6 are
successfully implemented, the solar thermal capacity at the
site could be as high as 3 TJ/yr.

Table 3 –Estimates of annual solar thermal energy capability at ERH
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(iii) Enhancement project / heat integration
The heat integration loop was commissioned in April
2020 and to date has been operated and tested with heat
transferred from the Chromasun field to the Greenland/Broad
system. Available data indicates that, in this configuration,
at least 125kW can be transferred. Actual capacity at higher
temperatures may increase to 200kW or more.
Like the solar thermal fields, operation of this equipment is
instigated manually. Automation offers an opportunity to transfer
another 0.3 TJ/yr or an additional 150% of annual benefit, as
outlined in Table 3. In addition, the loop has yet to transfer heat
from the Greenland/Broad circuit to the Chromasun/Thermax
circuit. This offers further opportunity to utilise the 60% higher
efficiency of the Thermax Chiller for space cooling.

Summary
Rooftop solar thermal technologies supply energy for cooling
and heating services at Echuca hospital, along with external
supplies of natural gas and electricity. Utilisation of solar
thermal provides operational flexibility and has reduced the
hospital’s marginal energy costs.
The smaller evacuated tube Greenland solar thermal field
has proven reliable. In 2018, a new project was initiated
to transfer heat between the two solar field technologies,

to enhance beneficial use from the second, more complex,
Chromasun field.
Current beneficial solar thermal use could be increased
from about 1.3 TJ/d to 3 TJ/yr, by automating operations and
proving operation of the more efficient Thermax absorption
chiller. This level of improvement will require specialised
skills and dedicated resources to prove up reliable operation
of the Chromasun solar field. The axis-tracking Chromasun
technology is reliant upon thousands of moving parts
and complex software controls. In the absence of vendor
support, ERH has developed considerable skills and recently
demonstrated improved field operation.
A publicly available Case Study for the recent
enhancement project provides further details of Echuca
hospital’s rooftop solar thermal developments since 2010,
including Lessons Learned for proponents or prospective
investors of similar solar thermal developments.
Matt Martin, Balance Energy Pty Ltd (matt.martin@
balanceenergy.com.au) – author of the Case Study, “Echuca
Regional Health Rooftop Concentrated Solar Thermal for
Hospital Heating/Cooling Demonstration Project (https://
arena.gov.au/knowledge-bank/rooftop-cst-for-hospitalheating-and-cooling-case-study/)
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CASE STUDY

NEW INNOVATIVE APPROACH
TO INLINE DRINKING WATER
TREATMENT AT TOOWOOMBA
HOSPITAL (QLD)
Traditional water disinfection treatments require continuous maintenance and carry the risks
associated with on-site handling of hazardous chemicals. Ecas4 Australia’s revolutionary
electrochemical disinfection technology challenges this age-old approach with an inline
electrochemical disinfection process that allows for a dual effect: microorganisms are either
electrocuted inside the cell or killed thanks to the action exerted by the residual chlorine
synthesized by the system.
Drinking water service providers include all councils or
businesses involved in the treatment, storage, distribution
and reticulation of water for drinking purposes. They are
responsible for managing and operating their water supply,
monitoring water quality, handling customer complaints,
and working with Queensland government regulators in the
event of an accident. As a Queensland service provider, the
Toowoomba Regional Council is responsible for providing
quality water supply and sewerage
services to customers in the
Toowoomba Region.
The site. Toowoomba Hospital
is located on an 11.3-hectare site
bordered by residences and facilities
to the north, Pechey Street to the
east, West Street to the west, and
the rear of residences along Joyce
Street to the south. The site is
located 2 kilometres from the central
business district of Toowoomba and
is elevated, making it visible from a
distance. The site contains around 25
buildings, most of which date from
the 1950s onwards. Most of the early
buildings are located in the southwest corner of the site, and it is in
this area that the boundary of the
heritage register is located.
Toowoomba Hospital was
recently expanded to include a large

new entrance and wards building, housing for maternity and
surgical services, a medical village for private practises and
large administrative and research buildings. Most of this
development is located at the eastern end of the site and is
not included within the heritage register boundary.
The problem. The Medical Block of the hospital has
a drinking water system that includes 2 storage tanks
of 15kL each. Although these storage tanks represent a
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reserve of water in the event of a lack or limited supply by
the Toowoomba Regional Council, the presence of large
volumes of water open to the atmosphere and in conditions
of relative stagnation, especially if supported by levels of
optimal temperature, allows the volatilization of the residual
chlorine initially present in the water, with the consequent
possibility of proliferation of bacteria, including pathogenic
species for humans (Legionella, Pseudomonas aeruginosa,
Staphylococcus aureus, etc.). As anticipated, the Toowoomba
Regional Council is responsible for providing safe and
reliable water to its customers (to the hospital, in this case);
however, the responsibility ceases at the water meter, so any
subsequent treatments become the responsibility of the end
customer (i.e., the hospital).
Due to the risks associated with the low levels of free
chlorine in the water present in the storage tanks, the
maintenance personnel were forced to manually dose the
tanks with liquid chlorine to shock chlorinate the water and
try to keep the microbial quality under control. Evidently, also
for the reasons set out above, periodic shock chlorination
interventions do not represent optimal management: on the
one hand they require the use and consequent handling of
relatively dangerous chemical products; on the other hand,
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it is precisely the fact of introducing the disinfectant in a
discontinuous way that requires shock interventions, which
aim to resolve belatedly what should be managed regularly.
It should also be noted that the addition of large quantities
of disinfectant (shock intervention) leads to a rapid decline in
water quality, due to the presence of possible by-products
and salts, which can contribute to the onset of other problems
(for example, corrosion of the tank and connected pipes).
The solution. In August 2021, Aquastream Water Solutions
installed and commissioned a new drinking water treatment
system, with the aim of eliminating the occupational health &
safety risks related to dealing with chemicals (liquid chlorine,
in this case) and provide full control of microbial water quality
in the Medical Block. Although the goal has been reached by
treating the water in such a way to consistently supply a free
chlorine level between 1.5 and 2.0 mg/L, no chemicals are
added to the treated water.
The drinking water treatment system represents one of
the first field applications of a WaterMark certified device
made in Australia by Ecas4 Australia, a company focussed
on engineering for health and hygiene. The system includes
two electrochemical cells (eBoosterTM, patent pending), a
dedicated control panel, and a Prominent chlorine meter. The
eBoosterTM cells are installed in parallel, within a dedicated
hydraulic line (bypass) that therefore allows any maintenance
operations without interrupting the water supply to the building.

Each eBoosterTM cell (model B2k) contains multiple
electrodes covered with a special coating that supports
polarity reversal, thus eliminating the need for periodic
shutdowns and cleaning to remove calcium and/or
magnesium carbonates that otherwise precipitate on the
electrodes, hindering the correct functioning of the system.
The electrodes are used to force a low voltage electric current
through the water being treated and thus allow a series
of electrochemical and chemical reactions. Sergio Ferro,
Technical Manager of Ecas4 Australia, explains it as follows:
“The electric current leads to the electrochemical production
of disinfectants from the water itself (reactive oxygen species)
or from species dissolved in the water (for example, chloride
is oxidised to free chlorine). Once the desired disinfection
process has occurred, everything returns substantially to the
way it was before: the free chlorine returns to the original form
of chloride, and the reactive oxygen species are reduced back
to water. Therefore, there is no overall change in the chemical
composition of the water, apart from a significant reduction in
microbial content and/or organic substances initially present
in the water”.
The benefits. Compared to chemical disinfection methods,
electrochemical disinfection of water has the advantage of
not requiring transport, storage and dosage of chemicals. In
addition, the disinfection effect can be adjusted according to
the on-site demand by adjusting the setting, either remotely
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or onsite. Electrochemical disinfection of water containing
chlorides exhibits a residual effect due to active chlorine not
being immediately consumed and is often more cost-effective
and requires less maintenance than other disinfection methods.
The drinking water treatment system recently installed at
the Toowoomba Medical Block has been designed in such
a way as to allow the possible future treatment of larger
volumes of water than the current ones, considering two
eBoosterTM cells. Although the latter are installed on a line
that continuously recirculates the water inside the storage
tanks, for safety reasons a flow switch has been inserted
that allows the supply of current to the cells to be interrupted
in the event of a lack of flow. The chlorine meter provides
a continuous and online reading of the level of disinfectant
present in the treated water; the signal produced is processed
by the control panel PLC and used to adjust the current
sent to the eBoosterTM cells, in order to obtain the desired
quantity of residual active chlorine.
The system allows for remote monitoring and management
by Aquastream (connection is via the secure Queensland Health
BMS), as well as monitoring by Queensland Health itself.
Based on current working conditions, the useful life of the
electrodes inside the eBoosterTM cells can be estimated at

over 40,000 hours (4.5 years, assuming a 24/7 workload), with
a power consumption of less than 60W per hour or 1.4kWh
per day (i.e., as a small old-fashioned light bulb). The cost of
electricity is therefore around 30 cents/day.
Gavin Kingon, Aquastream Water Solutions Sales
Consultant, commented: “We were surprised with the
quality of this product: Ecas4 Australia provided a great
support and everything we needed; the system, which is
WaterMark certified and therefore suitable for drinking water,
arrived ready to install, and already configured for remote
monitoring”.
Sergio Ferro (Technical Manager of Ecas4 Australia) holds
a PhD in Chemical Sciences; he worked as a researcher
at the University of Ferrara (Italy) for about twenty years,
before immigrating to Australia by invitation. His expertise
includes electrochemical reactivity, material chemistry,
surface science and environmental chemistry, with particular
attention to application aspects, such as the development
of new electrodes for industrial electrochemistry, the use
of electrochemical methods for water disinfection, and the
remediation of water and soils.
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UV-C RADIATION TO COMBAT
HEALTHCARE ASSOCIATED
INFECTIONS
Samuel Walters
1.1.1 Healthcare Associated Infections and
personal impact

1.1.3 First Principals – UV-C Radiation and
Safety

The Australian Commission on Safety and Quality in
Healthcare has disclosed data indicating that each year,
there are approximately 165,000 patients in Australia who
suffer from healthcare associated infections (HAIs). While
this statistic seems significant, it does not fully convey
the magnitude of impact this has on the lives of patients.
Personally, I was one of the cases that experienced a HAI
after a simple surgery in the middle of 2021. Ultimately, a day
procedure evolved into a 3 night stay in the intensive care unit,
3 further surgeries, 3 weeks in hospital and 2 months away
from work. This experience has led to the research within,
detailing various emerging technologies which may reduce the
likelihood of HAI’s for future surgical patients. As an electrical
engineer with experience in designing operating theatres and
medical imaging rooms, this paper focuses on the impact
buildings services engineers can have in improving the quality
of healthcare to patients.

The UV spectrum exists on the electromagnetic spectrum
between the wavelengths of 100nm to 400nm. Often, this
is divided into four categories: UV-A (315nm to 400nm),
UV-B (280nm to 315nm), UV-C (200nm to 280nm) and
Vacuum-UV (100nm to 200nm) which is often considered as
a subset of UV-C. Figure 1 - Wavelength Spectrum (UVC)
[4] below demonstrates where these bands of wavelengths
sit on the spectrum. It is understood that as the wavelength
decreases in length, it is both more effective at inactivating
viruses and more damaging to human cells. This strong
inactivation characteristic is the reason why UV-C has been
commonly used in the past for UV disinfection purposes.
However, the World Health Organisation found that while the
shorter wavelength increases the damaging effects of the
UV radiation, it also decreases the ability for the radiation to
penetrate the skin within the UV wavelength band [3].
The vast majority of bacteria and viruses tested to date
have responded to UV-C disinfection including SARS-CoV-1,
MERS-CoV and more recently COVID-19 [5]. Studies on the
effectiveness of this these UV technologies have reported that
UV-C technology can significantly decrease the bioburden
of multidrug-resistant and spore-forming pathogens on
contaminated surfaces in healthcare facilities by up to 4 log.
This is a comparable effectiveness to cleaning with Hydrogen
Peroxide. Further, these studies have found UV-C to be
effective in inactivating airborne flu viruses [5].
With all these advantages, it also needs to be noted that
typically UV-C radiation is harmful to human cells. UV-C
radiation with a wavelength of 254nm (typical germicidal
lamps) has been found to increase the likelihood of skin
cancer and cataract damage. For this reason, UV-C radiation
is not yet widely used throughout the industry as a passive
disinfection method. However, recently there has been
significant research into the 222nm spectrum of radiation,
dubbed ‘Far UV-C’. Research has found that radiation at this
wavelength maintains its disinfecting abilities but is not able
to penetrate the outer layer of skin (stratum corneum) nor the
outer surface of the eye. This is because 222nm Far-UV-C
radiation has enough range to traverse microbes smaller than
human cells (less than 1µm as opposed to typical 10-25µm of

1.1.2 Background
As hospitals deal with sensitive and critical patients, it is
necessary for these spaces to remain clean and free of
pathogens that could cause infections and other health
complications. Overall, 7% of all hospitalised patients acquire
a healthcare associated infection, increasing the cost of
these patients’ admissions by an estimated 8.6% [1]. This is
particularly relevant in the current global climate, with SARSCoV-2 (COVID-19) placing significant strain on the healthcare
system worldwide.
One potential method of combatting HAIs is through the use
of UV disinfection, specifically a narrow band of the spectrum
between 200-280nm known as UV-C. UV-C is capable of
penetrating the nucleic acids that are essential for life (DNA/
RNA) and neutralising bacteria and viruses [2]. This is not a new
concept; UV-C radiation has been used throughout history as a
form of disinfection in heating, ventilation and air conditioning
(HVAC) systems and to assist with water disinfection and other
reservoirs for microbial growth and proliferation. Due to the
COVID-19 pandemic, there has been renewed interest in this
technology to supplement traditional infection control methods
in healthcare environments.
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Figure 1 - Wavelength Spectrum (UVC) [4]

Figure 2 - Dosage Vs Fractional Survival rate of H1N1 Influenza [7]

human cells), but is largely absorbed and attenuated before
reaching the human cell nucleus [6]. Similarly, the cornea
has an approximate 500 µm thickness, essentially preventing
222nm UV radiation from penetrating through the cornea.

1.1.4 Passive Far UV-C Radiation
As discussed above, the development of Far UV-C radiation
lends itself to the possibility of passive disinfection without
causing damage to human occupants. A study performed in
2018 found that that Far UV-C radiation at 222nm was able
to inactivate >95% of aerosolized H1N1 influenza virus with a
relatively low dosage of 2mJ/cm2 [7]. The figure below shows
the disinfection capability in a measure of dosage compared
with the fractional survival rate of the virus.
To put these dosage levels in perspective, Columbia
University researchers performed a trial on mice
administering a dosage of 157mJ/cm2, approximately 78
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times the dosage mentioned above. This study found that
these mice experienced no statistical difference to the
control (unexposed) mice in all categories measured to
determine damage caused by exposure to 222nm Far UV-C
radiation (Epidermal Thickness, Keratinocyte Proliferation,
Premutagenic UV-Associated DNA Lesion, Skin inflammation
and Skin Differentiation) [6]. This is not isolated research;
in July 2020, researchers from Kobe University Osaka
conducted a similar study on XPA knockout mice, a breed that
is characterised by a highly photocarcinogenic phenotype to
UV radiation [8].
Recently, multiple human tests have been conducted to
assess the safety concerns posed by UV-C disinfection. One
study found that the unfiltered lamp spectrum contains UVB
(3%) and UVA (4%) which are both known to cause DNA
damage [9]. However, these waveforms can be filtered to
reduce the amount of UV-A and UV-B radiation that humans
are exposed to. This study concluded that even at high
exposure doses, filtered 222nm UV-C is unlikely to present
a carcinogenic risk due to direct DNA damage. This same
conclusion has also been reached by a separate human trial
where 16 patients were exposed to UV-C dosage. In this
study, each patient was exposed to a number of filtered UV-C
sessions. None of the 16 patients involved in these tests had
observable complications or side effects [10]. It is important
to note that this testing did not involve continual passive
exposure and as such only evaluates the short term exposure
of passive Far UV-C lighting.
To address the safety concerns associated with UV-C,
there are some products available outside Australia which
currently use motion detectors so they only operate while a
space is unoccupied. Of note, a recent study evaluated the
efficacy of a 222nm emitting device within a shared bathroom.
This study found that the colony forming units of aerobic
bacteria were reduced compared to the control bathroom [11].
In 2021, products have been released to the Australian
market incorporating 222nm Far-UVC radiation. While this
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technology is under continued development, it appears to be
a promising method of passive disinfection to assist with the
reduction of HAI’s in a healthcare setting and may become a
prominent technology in the future.

1.1.5 UV Disinfection Robots
As mentioned in section 1.1.3, there are inherent safety issues
with traditional forms of UV-C disinfection. A solution that
has been implemented internationally involves UV-C emitting
disinfection robots, which rely on the rooms being unoccupied
for disinfection. These robots can traverse floors and rooms,
disinfecting spaces that are scheduled to be unoccupied.
This allows the rooms to be disinfected using 254nm UV-C
radiation which has proven germicidal effects. These robots
can disinfect a standard hospital patient room within 10-15
minutes, emitting a dosage of 20J/m2/s [12].
There are many advantages of UV disinfection robots.
These robots have been found to remove the human error
associated with traditional manual UV disinfection by following
a set automated route. Further, the disinfection robots also
provide added protections to healthcare workers by performing
disinfection prior to manual cleaning of spaces. Compared
to the Far UV-C method mentioned above, these robots are
restricted by their inability to operate in occupied spaces. This

prevents any UV-C disinfection from occurring while patients
are in the room, reducing its effectiveness in virus suppression.

1.1.6 Entry/Exit Disinfection
To assist in managing the COVID-19 pandemic, various
countries have implemented ‘sanitisation gates’ which
effectively administer brief bursts of 254nm UV-C radiation
to people as they pass through a gate. There have been
concerns raised over this repeated and uncontrolled UV
exposure, because it had not been fully tested prior to
implementation. Further, a paper produced by the King
Edward University notes that this may provide people with a
false sense of security and may lead to less observance of
scientifically backed methods of disinfection such as hand
washing [13]. Consequently, in the absence of further research
regarding safety and effectiveness, this is not yet an industry
recommended approach to assist in reducing HAI’s.

1.1.7 Passive 405nm Lighting – Visible
Spectrum
Recently, manufacturers released luminaires incorporating
lighting with a wavelength of 405nm as a method of achieving
continuous environmental disinfection. This wavelength sits
within the visible spectrum and appears ‘blue-violet’, however
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products have been created to balance this with a white
light to reduce the coloured glow that is produced. While
this spectrum of light is not considered dangerous to human
occupants, it is not capable of inactivating most viruses
and is generally not considered to be an effective germicide
compared to its UV-C counterpart [14].
Although this form of disinfection is not as germicidal as
UV-C lighting, it presents a low risk to healthcare facilities
and is currently being developed for use in the Australian
market. Laboratory tests performed by Hubbell revealed
that salmonella can be inactivated within 11 hours under
exposure to this spectrum of light [15]. Although this is
not as effective as the UV-C radiation considered by this
report, this technology is capable of supplementing current
disinfection methods to further decrease the risk to patients
and healthcare workers.

1.1.8 Conclusion

healthcare industry. If further testing confirms that Far
UV-C radiation is safe for human exposure, this has the
potential to radically transform the sterility of our hospitals
and decrease the rate at which HAI’s occur. It is
recommended that new developments in this technology
are closely monitored to ensure our healthcare system is
always adapting and progressing to provide the best care
possible.
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SMART ELECTRIFICATION FOR
SMART HOSPITALS
Ian Richardson
Building Solutions Technical Specialist, ABB Australia
Florence Nightingale is regarded as the founder of modern nursing, gaining prominence as a
manager and trainer of nurses during the Crimean War. One of her notable quotes was “The very
first requirement in a hospital is that it should do the sick no harm”.

Hospitals are complex installations utilising multiple
applications that must work flawlessly 24 hours a day, 365
days a year. Electrical supply availability supports operational
continuity, and this is especially crucial in emergency rooms,
intensive care units and operating theatres, where supply
interruptions can be a matter of life and death. The ability to
ensure supply continuity in hospitals can be a big challenge,
requiring deep knowledge of correct installation practices
and devices that can ensure uninterrupted service and a
healthy environment. Guidance can be found in standards
such as AS/NZS 3003, Electrical installations – Patient
areas, IEC 60364-7-710, Electrical installations of buildings –
Requirements for special installations or locations – Medical
locations, and in publications such as the Australasian Health
Facilities Guidelines produced by the Australasian Health
Infrastructure Alliance, as well as the state-based guidelines
published by the respective health departments of New South
Wales, Victoria and Western Australia.
A modern hospital or health care facility is not an ordinary
building environment, it is a place of healing, where care is
provided to patients to improve their health. The building must
not only provide the security of a reliable electrical supply
ensuring service continuity, but it also has a role to play in the
care of the patients, staff, and visitors.
As with any building, there are a variety of stakeholders
in hospitals and health care buildings with various needs and
individual priorities. The goal is to provide optimal patient care
by ensuring an appropriate physical environment. We can
summarise the needs of the stakeholders as follows:
Environmental performance - ensuring the selfsufficiency of the building and resilience to power supply
interruptions and instability.
Health and comfort – providing a healthier environment
for staff and visitors and ensuring patient comfort.
Life cycle cost and value – incorporating an energy efficient
infrastructure and providing ongoing energy management.

Future performance – optimising data access and use,
for future operational planning.
The measure of a hospital or healthcare facility’s ability
to fulfill the needs and priorities of its various stakeholders
requires a holistic approach across seven building
performance criteria, namely wellbeing, efficiency, total
cost of ownership, sustainability, productivity, flexibility and
connectivity.
Wellbeing – Providing a healthier environment supports
the wellbeing of staff, patients, and visitors. Ensuring strict
temperature control in critical areas is vital for some medical
procedures an equipment. A safe and pleasant environment
assists both patient comfort and staff productivity.
Efficiency – The efficiency of the facility can impact
the energy consumption savings that can be achieved.
Maximising the use of daylight (external brightness) can not
only conserve energy, but it can also have a direct correlation
to patient comfort. Measuring, implementing and monitoring
energy saving measures can ensure increased reliability and
maintenance cost savings.
Total cost of ownership – Buildings are a long-term
investment. Often the lifecycle is assessed over a 30-year
term. Design and construction can account for 15-25% of the
total cost of ownership, meaning operation and maintenance
will be 75 to 85% of the total building costs over 30 years.
Providing the healthcare facility owner with full transparency
of operational and maintenance costs over the building
lifecycle will assist strategic investment, staffing and utilities
cost forecasting.
Sustainability – Reductions in the carbon footprint of the
healthcare operations can assist with building performance
certifications and ensure the viability of the building for future
patients.
Productivity – Reliable building systems and high-quality
working environments benefit medical and support staff with
streamlined processes.
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Flexibility – The ability to adapt swiftly to challenging
situations, such as major crisis like COVID, reduces the
significant pressure placed upon staff and patients. Being able
to reduce lead times to implement changes in the use of the
building space can greatly assist in managing these situations.
Connectivity – Integration of building and medical
systems utilising digital data repositories, such as cloudbased technology, for sharing of information across disciplines
has become an essential part of building infrastructure.
The World Health Organisation has defined Sick Building
Syndrome as a medical condition where people suffer from
symptoms of illness or feel unwell for no apparent reason.
More than any other building, a health care facility must
provide a healthy environment for the occupants of the facility.
A multi-disciplinary team from the Harvard T.H. Chan School
of Public Health, identified nine foundations of a healthy
building as: ventilation, air quality, water quality, thermal
health, dust and pests, lighting and views, noise, moisture,
safety and security. Some of these foundations should be
incorporated into the architectural design and construction of
the building. The design and implementation of the electrical

system, including a building automation system, can also
support the overall health of the facility and its occupants,
thereby reducing the effects of Sick Building Syndrome.

The central nervous system for the most
resilient healthcare facilities
Safety is paramount in all building environments; however, a
hospital or health care facility deserves special attention in
many ways. The electrical system of a hospital or health care
facility could be described as the central nervous system of
the building. Of paramount importance is delivering the most
effective outcomes for patients. To achieve this, a modern
healthcare facility must maintain an environment where power
resource-intensive medical treatments can be provided with
efficiency and reliability, yet still meet the sustainability goals
of the facility.
Meeting these specific demands requires a holistic
approach to understand the facility’s individual needs,
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as well as providing the right mix of technology working
seamlessly together to deliver the required outcomes. The
building infrastructure needs to be smart. A smart building
has become a widespread phrase used to define the needs of
a modern building. In this context we could say a hospital or
healthcare facility needs to be a smarter building, due to the
critical nature of the use of the building.
The smarter hospital can have an active role in improving
patient health. Patients can enjoy a more personalised
experience with greater comfort. The often complex and
high-risk procedures undertaken can be performed in safer,
more reliable surroundings protecting both patients and
staff. For the business side of the hospital, improved asset
management is achieved through predictive maintenance,
reducing catastrophic failures and down-time. Network
resilience can be seen from power supplies that are
uninterrupted even during power grid outages. Finally,
intelligent data analysis delivers efficiencies and cost savings,
confirming the return on investment of the facility.

Smart solutions combine reliability,
efficiency and safety
The first aspect of the smart hospital seen by staff, patients
and visitors can be the building automation system. While
automated to the needs of the hospital, an automation system
such as ABB i-bus KNX can reduce staff workload through
the automation of core functions such as lighting, shutter
and blind control, heating, ventilation, security, and energy
management. Patient rooms can be automatically configured
to respond to individual needs such light intensity, sunshine
glare and optimal climate.
A smarter hospital can become an active player in
optimising the health of those in its care. The automatic
adjusting of lighting intensity can assist staff working
overnight to stay more alert. Lighting in pharmacies can
be optimised for colour discrimination, a crucial aspect for
dispensing medicines. Emergency lighting luminaires and
systems, provide clear instruction and help minimise injuries
in high-risk and emergency evacuation situations. Periodic
maintenance and testing of emergency luminaires according
to Australian standards can be performed remotely without
interruption to the safe operation of the facility.
The smarter hospital can help manage the quality of the
air we breathe by measuring the CO2 in the atmosphere or
creating positive pressure rooms for immunocompromised
patients. The HVAC system can account for up to 50% of
the operational costs of the building, so energy efficiency
measures in this area are paramount. Using high efficiency
drives in the HVAC system combined with i-bus KNX building
automation controls to manage the area environment
according to occupancy, specific use, and comfort
requirements, can all contribute to increased cost savings.
Accident prevention is a high priority in a hospital, as falls
are amongst the most frequently reported safety incidents.
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Utilising networked presence detectors and movement
sensors can effectively monitor patient activity and alert
staff when a patient leaves a pre-defined area or has a fall
in their room.
Residual current protected circuits are a foundation of
the Australian electrical safety requirements. In the hospital
environment, special consideration is necessary for cardiac
protected electrical areas where cardiac type procedures can
be safely performed, such as cardiac catheter laboratories,
cardiac ICUs, neo-natal ICUs, operating theatres for cardiac
surgery, coronary care units etc. AS/NZS 3003 provides
for the use of low voltage isolated supplies to satisfy the
requirements of a leakage protection device in these cardiac
protected areas. These supplies require the use of an isolation
transformer, line isolation monitor and an overload monitor.
The low voltage isolated supply system is based upon
the output of the isolation transformer being galvanically
isolated from the grid. This style of leakage protection has
the advantage guaranteeing the continuity of supply in the
event of an earth fault but ensuring patient and staff safety.
An automatic alarm is raised to alert the first fault condition.
Supply continuity is assured unless a second insulation fault is
detected, providing a form of ‘dual redundancy’ not available
with conventional residual current protection in cardiac
protected areas.
UPS systems, standby generators and automatic transfer
switches are further elements to ensure reliability of supply in
the critical zones of healthcare facilities.
Critical power applications require special focus in
the design phase to ensure flexibility and reliability in the
healthcare environment. Reductions in downtime can be
achieved with the use of pluggable components such as the
ABB Smissline plug-in socket system which allows additions,
expansions and modifications to the original design to be
completed with the minimum time and maximum safety for
the electrical workers.
Digital solutions can provide healthcare facilities with new
levels of energy management. Systems such as ABB AbilityTM
Energy and Asset Manager offer a state-of-the-art solution
that can integrate energy and asset management in a single
intuitive dashboard. This tool allows building managers to
view, manage and optimise building systems from anywhere,
at any time. Predictive, condition-based maintenance can
be implemented to ensure reliability and availability of the
healthcare facility’s power system and equipment. In addition,
real-time monitoring of energy usage can achieve maximum
energy efficiency and lower costs.
EV charging infrastructure is also becoming an important
consideration in building design, and healthcare facilities
must also consider the impact of this infrastructure onto the
electrical system.
The healthcare building solutions currently available can
address the seven building performance criteria in a holistic
way whilst maintaining the various stakeholder goals.
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HOW DIGITAL SOLUTIONS HELP
HOSPITALS CREATE FLEXIBLE
BUILDING SPACES
By Abe Fitzsimons
Health Segment Leader Pacific – Schneider Electric Australia

When it comes to a healthcare facility, there are a lot of moving pieces to manage – especially
when it comes to the physical security risks. It’s a complicated task to protect the physical wellbeing of staff and patients, maintain secured wards, as well as prevent property theft or misuse.
The coronavirus pandemic has globally opened the eyes of
healthcare organisations to the need for greater flexibility
in how their facilities are designed and configured to utilise
space–not only to care for more patients during crises, but
also to support changes in patient care delivery models and to
adapt to emerging demographic and other trends, including a
rapidly aging population.
Flexible buildings that allow healthcare organisations to
modify how their spaces are used as needs evolve are, in our
view, a foundation of hospital resilience.

and troubleshoot building operations remotely, reducing
requirements for an on-site facility management team.

Hospital Resilience Starts with its Environment

3. Enhanced cybersecurity

Luckily, with today’s increasingly smart facility management
systems, achieving a high level of hospital resilience is
possible. Here, as a guide in thinking about facilities in the
short and long-term, we touch on the seven most important
aspects of resilience in healthcare as they pertain to the built
environment.

Health systems tend to focus cybersecurity efforts on patient
data, financial information and medical devices, but facility
management systems are vulnerable as well. A cyberattack
could shut down a facility completely. Resilience requires
making sure the back doors into these systems are closed.

1. More remote operations

Facility operations are a core function in ensuring the safe
and reliable delivery of patient care. An electrical network or
building management system failure can stop a hospital’s
ability to deliver that care. Resilient organisations will

Just as hospitals are transitioning from in-person visits
to telehealth to curb the spread of infectious diseases,
resilient organisations will expand their capacity to manage
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2. Power reliability and availability
Every health system must have resilience against grid instability.
If power is lost from the grid, what redundancies does the
system have in place to keep patients safe and clinical systems
running without interruption? Organisations will use microgrids
and other renewable technologies to ensure energy resilience
on a moment’s notice in the event of a power outage.

4. Increased asset protection
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rely increasingly on proactive, predictive monitoring and
preventative maintenance to anticipate and pre-emptively
address any issues that could put clinical operations at risk.
5. Improved security management
A health system can’t be resilient if it isn’t secure. It must balance
the need to create a welcoming and accessible environment
for visitors with security and safety concerns, including the
safety of the patients in its care. Resilient organisations will
incorporate smart systems that can, for example, identify the
movement of an infectious patient in the facility, and whom they
have come into contact with, in order to alert appropriate staff
to take appropriate action and reduce the spread of infection.
6. Risk mitigation and compliance
The more resilient a health system, the more it is focused on
reducing risk and complying with the appropriate regulations.
Resilience, compliance and risk mitigation work symbiotically
together.
7. Designing for hospital resilience
Resilient health systems will realise the importance of careful
decision-making in achieving an effective balance between
resilience and cost management. Every patient room in a
hospital could be turned into a negative pressure room—but

at what cost? Weighing cost considerations against flexibility
and adaptability is the art and science of resilient design.
Hospitals that incorporate flexibility into their spaces while
also managing cost with digital solutions will be best prepared
for future changes to come.

Flexible Buildings Are Smart
We believe more flexible buildings are smarter buildings that
embrace the use of digital innovation in facility management
systems and space planning and design. The pandemic
dramatically exposed a larger, long-term need in healthcare for
this flexibility and adaptability to allow providers to prepare for and
respond to a growing variety of potential crises and challenges.
These include everything from changes in healthcare
consumer and provider preferences and care delivery models,
such as the expanding use of telemedicine and telehealth
services in inpatient and outpatient settings, to the need to quickly
increase capacity to treat large numbers of ICU and/or infected
patients during a pandemic or disaster without disruption in the
safety and continuity of services. Building Design & Construction
reported, for example, that in response to the pandemic, more
healthcare institutions might start allocating space for acuityadaptable units to limit the need to move patients around the
facility but to bring specialist care to the patient.
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Functionality Re-Imagined
In our view, it can be helpful to hospitals as they work to
develop the flexibility of their buildings to do some re-thinking of
hospital design and functionality, with special consideration for
how spaces can be used efficiently in different ways as clinical
needs change, and then to plan carefully for the systems and
monitoring required to support that increased flexibility. For
example, having the right capacity on the electrical system in an
acuity-adaptable room to accommodate the additional medical
equipment if the patient needs intensive care.
Examples of flexibility, in addition to the one noted
above, include the ability to go into pandemic modes and
change rooms and spaces from positive pressure to negative
pressure and increase air flows to protect caregivers and
patients during an infectious disease outbreak. There is also
the increasing need to consider exam rooms and how they
will need to adapt to either face-to-face consultation or via
telehealth. How does the room adapt to ensure the right light
levels, acoustics, and comfort?
Of course, this planning must be done with
consideration for the strict code requirements in hospital
buildings and planned and coordinated with the infection
control teams; ensuring that the systems needed to support
space utilisation integrate seamlessly with other components

of the building management platform; and building into
the design process the ability to manage and control these
systems from remote locations in keeping with the trend
among healthcare organisations toward the increased use
of remote services to support facility operations and asset
maintenance.
Finally, a critical aspect of hospital building flexibility is
giving careful attention to the optimal balance between flexibility
and cost. As touched on before, the ability to change all
rooms into negative pressure in a pandemic is possible but will
add considerable cost to the overall project budget, both for
installing the equipment but also in maintaining the systems.
Weighing cost considerations against flexibility and adaptability
is the art and science of resilient design and planning.
Health systems that incorporate innovations in facility
management systems into their existing platforms with cost
efficiency in mind, will be the organisations that develop the
resilience needed to withstand future uncertainty and rapid
change.
EcoStruxure for Healthcare can help hospitals navigate the
intricacies of flexible building space planning and design.
Keep the conversation going! Tune in to Schneider
Electric’s new Podcast Series for Everyday Extraordinary
Healthcare focusing on Resiliency. Start listening.
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AI IS MAKING THE IMPOSSIBLE
POSSIBLE IN HEALTHCARE
By Robert Merlicek
Chief Technology Officer of TIBCO – APJ

Artificial intelligence (AI) has the potential to completely reshape Australia’s healthcare system
by enabling more efficient delivery of higher-quality services. AI enables data analytics: the
gathering of insights from data that would be otherwise impossible for a human to assimilate
and analyse. Data analytics enables sense to be made of the large datasets generated by
healthcare organisations.
Pfizer, for example, is transforming its manufacturing processes
to be more predictive and adaptive. Pfizer’s Director of
Manufacturing Intelligence, Hamid Mehdizadeh, says: “While
our scientists push the boundaries of physics, chemistry and
biology to manufacture important, life-saving medicines, we
help them by introducing digital tools that make their day-today jobs easier, enabling data-driven decisions.”
AI can also enhance diagnosis by analysing individual
clinical and operational data, improving hospital
administration, providing insights into population-wide health
issues from the analysis of demographic data, and improving
the manufacture of drugs and other healthcare products.
Possibly one of the most ambitious AI and data analytics
projects in healthcare has been underway in the UK for a
number of years. It is being undertaken through a partnership
between chipmaker NVIDIA, The King’s College London
Medical Imaging and AI Centre for Value Based Healthcare
(AI4VBH) and Owkin, a French American start-up that
specialises in AI and federated learning for medical research.
They built a network across 15 UK hospitals and three
universities that gathers anonymised patient data to identify
where clinical practice can be improved, identifying routes to
advance research in a host of key therapeutic areas, including
neurodegenerative disease, cardiovascular conditions and
cancer.
Sebastien Ourselin, Professor of Healthcare Engineering
at Kings College London, said at the launch the predictive
models developed from patient data would be representative
and unbiased because they would be trained on the widest
possible population of patient data, which in phase one
represented one third of the London population. “We truly see
this architecture as the future of healthcare informatics.”

Tackling COVID-19 with AI
Today, one of the most notable applications of AI has been during
the COVID-19 pandemic. Suppression of the virus requires
effective and rapid contact tracing, which AI can significantly
impact. For example, in September 2020 the Victorian
Government trialled AI to assist with contact tracing, adapting a
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product originally developed for the Australian Defence Force to
pick up patterns that might not necessarily be obvious.
Alfred Health and Deakin University developed CovidCare,
a system that uses AI to remotely manage and triage patients
with COVID-19 while they self-isolate at home. It relies on an
intelligent decision support system developed by the Applied
Artificial Intelligence Institute (A²I²) at Deakin University, and is
expected to also be useful in supporting people with chronic
diseases.
The TIBCO GatherSmart solution uses AI and ML to safely
to assess the readiness of personnel to return to the workplace.
They can report their symptoms on a daily basis and receive
guidance on whether to work from home or go into the office.
And to aid research into COVID-19, Amazon Web Services
launched CORD-19 Search, a search website powered by
machine learning to help researchers quickly and easily
search tens of thousands of research papers and documents
using natural language questions.

Curbing the rising cost of healthcare
Aside from any health benefits that will be gained through the
application of AI in healthcare, these applications, and the
efficiencies AI can produce, will be needed to prevent healthcare
from consuming an ever-greater percentage of Australia’s GDP.
Between 2000–2001 and 2017–2018, total spending on
health increased in real terms (after adjusting for inflation)
from $91 billion to $185 billion—an average growth rate of
4.3 percent per year.
According to the Australian Institute of Health and Welfare,
health expenditure increased from 7.6 of GDP in 1997–1998
to 10.3 percent in 2015–2016 and declined slightly to 10.0
percent in 2017–2018. That decline is not expected to
continue.
The Federal Government’s 2021 Intergenerational Report
also predicts per person health expenditure will rise from
$3250 per year in 2018−2019 to $3970 in 2031−2032. Funding
for public hospitals is projected to be the fastest growing
component of government health expenditure, nearly doubling
between 2020−2021 and 2031−2032.
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The Federal Government is backing AI to boost healthcare.
In June 2020, it announced grants totalling $20m for
research into health applications of AI. The projects funded
demonstrate an array of health issues where AI can assist,
including cardiovascular disease, breast cancer screening and
mental health services.
The role of AI in healthcare is ever evolving, requiring
professionals to rely on data to inform high-stakes decisionmaking. Extracting valuable insights from data—and making
this knowledge available so people, processes and systems
can act quickly—is a challenge that, when overcome, yields
tremendous benefits.
Supported by pre-built components, healthcare
professionals can accelerate time to insight, identify gaps
in care, and free up resources in a resource-strained
environment, enabling a closer focus on patients.

The regulatory challenge of healthcare AI
All aspects of healthcare are highly regulated, and AI will
be no exception. With any technology used in healthcare,
technical capability is only the first step to realising the
potential benefits in practice.
The Royal Australian College of General Practitioners
(RACGP) has already taken a stand, stating that over and

under-regulation could be detrimental. Under-regulation could
compromise product safety, and even one bad outcome could
seriously undermine trust in AI. Over-regulation could deny
patients very real benefits.
The RACGP believes AI will have profound and farreaching effects on all aspects of the healthcare profession
and suggests it may require both a comprehensive overhaul
of medical education and a new Australian regulatory body,
because current regulatory regimes will not be equipped to
address the issues presented by AI.
Foremost of these is the potential for bias in AI algorithms
and the need for transparency about algorithms to
demonstrate they are free from bias. Data governance and
security are as important for AI as for any other application that
stores and uses personal information. It is essential if trust is to
be maintained and the full potential of AI is to be realised, that
standards and best practice are not neglected as organisations
move to rapidly deploy and exploit the potential of AI.
Despite the challenges, healthcare’s digital future looks
promising as patients become more comfortable using digital
services for complex and sensitive issues.
Despite the challenges, healthcare’s digital future looks
promising as patients become more comfortable using digital
services for complex and sensitive issues.
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FIRST LOOK: MALMET’S DUR-SPECIFIC FRONT LOADING
WASHER DISINFECTOR
Malmet is proud to present Healthcare Facilities Magazine readers
with a glimpse of the first front loading washer disinfector designed
specifically for the dirty utility room.
Set to hit the market later this year, the unit is a game changer for
facilities looking to maximise DUR space and functionality, while still
being able to access high quality, DUR-specific equipment.
The WDF enhances Malmet’s range of tried and tested washer
disinfectors. Providing thermal disinfection for clinical accessories, the
WDF goes over and above the standards and compliance for infection
prevention - so you can rely on its performance. But what’s really
exciting about the WDF is its size and versatility.
The WDF is the ultimate in space saving. While the unit boasts a
large capacity chamber, its design still allows bench space to be built
above, or there’s options for a stand and added storage underneath.
This means your facility doesn’t have to sacrifice space for the sake of
high capacity thermal disinfection - the WDF is the best of both worlds.

“We’ve partnered with hospitals and healthcare facilities for
several decades, and we’ve seen how DUR design has evolved,” said
Peter Kirkup, Malmet CEO. “At the same time, we’ve recognised the
needs of engineers have changed when it comes to DUR equipment
that can work in with those evolving design needs.”
“Bringing the WDF to market is our response to those real needs,”
added Mr Kirkup, “Put simply, it’s a high quality, Australian-built
machine that supports DUR design to achieve maximum functionality.
Ultimately, it’s our way of giving building designers, engineers and
clinical staff all the options at their fingertips as they build and provide
high quality, safe care environments.”

For more information on Malmet’s new front loading
machine, contact info@malmet.com.au or call
02 6953 7677.

TRISTEL RINSE ASSURE: THE TOTAL SOLUTION FOR EWD
FINAL RINSE WATER.
As of June 2021, healthcare facilities are required to have completed a
gap analysis for AS/NZS-4187, in line with NSQHS Advisory AS18/07.
Additionally, a documented remediation plan is required by December
2021. While these Standards cover a number of elements, one of
the most discussed topics is Final Rinse Water; specifically Tables
7.2 (Manual Cleaning Manual Disinfection and Washer-Disinfectors)
and 7.3 (Washer Disinfectors in Accordance with ISO 15883-4 For
Thermolabile Endoscopes) and the conundrum of final rinse water in
Endoscopy.
Tristel’s long history and foundations in Endoscopy has led to the
development of Tristel ‘Rinse Assure’ – a unique system designed
specifically to produce bacteria-free, AS/NZS-4187 compliant water
for EWDs. The Rinse Assure system combines filtration and RO, along

with chemical dosing using trace amounts of Tristel’s chlorine dioxide
chemistry. These are all calibrated depending on a site’s requirements.
Tristel Rinse Assure is a compact, affordable and permanent
solution. Rinse Assure’s unique design means that RO water can
be stored in an internal tanks, with different sizes depending on the
requirements of the EWD bank. If RO is already present, a small
system without RO can easily be installed. Tristel’s dedicated service
engineer can provide free site and requirement assessments, as well
as water testing. Additionally, chlorine dioxide has been found to be
effective against biofilm; Tristel is currently undertaking studies and
testing to explore Rinse Assure’s capacity to make this claim.

https://tristel.com/au-en/product/tristel-rinse-assure/

heaterSteam unprecedented precision and reliability
for humidity control
Ever since it was founded in 1973, CAREL has been at the cutting
edge in the research and development of new technological solutions
for air humidity control.
Our product portfolio comprises all humidification technologies,
to offer you a high-quality product suited for your application.
Humidification and control know-how combine to create reliable
humidifiers with advanced control logic, yet that are easy to use and
maintain.
heaterSteam titanium, the world’s only humidifier with titanium
heaters, represents the pinnacle of this family of cutting-edge
humidifiers.
heaterSteam titanium is a humidifier that stands out not only for
its performance in terms of precision and continuous modulation in
humidity control, but also for having achieved unprecedented levels
of reliability. The unit can operate on any type of feedwater, even
extremely aggressive water with a conductivity below 1 µS/cm and
softened down to 0° fH. The titanium heating elements are completely
resistant to corrosion.

The reliability of titanium elements, protection against overheating
and the rotation and redundancy functions make the Carel solution
ideal for healthcare facilities in which service continuity is crucial:
in fact, maintenance can be carried out on one unit while the other
humidifiers in the system continue operating, automatically making up
for lost production.
The heaterSteam titanium is the response to the need for precise
relative humidity control, being able to respond to the humidity
request with an accuracy of ± 1%. Modulation of production capacity
from 0 to 100% and the possibility to preheat the water inside the
cylinder mean heaterSteam is ready to respond promptly to variations
in humidity request.

To find out more about the heaterSteam or CAREL’s
solutions for humidity control, please visit www.carel.com
or contact Carel Australia on 02 8762 9200 or via email at
sales.au@carel.com
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EFFECTIVE LIFE CYCLE PLANNING
As the health care sector emerges, cautiously, from the pandemic
enforced lock down, stiff competition from core business for
increasingly constrained budgets is likely to be the order of the day.
In this environment a major challenge for healthcare engineers
will be securing support for asset replacement projects. It has
always been the case, understandably, that business cases for the
replacement of non- core assets such as chillers and boilers are much
more difficult to make than those for the replacement of core business
assets.
Of course there are many reasons for this that include:
• It is difficult to make the case that an asset requires replacement
when it appears to be operating effectively;
• Engineering assets often fail in service gradually and stakeholders
get used to ‘living with’ the inconvenience of unreliable operationmaking it difficult for the need to replace them to be perceived;
and,
• Key decision makers typically have a better understanding of the
need for core business assets than they do for non- core business
assets.
Faced with these challenges a number of healthcare engineers are
turning to RMIT’s CAMS life cycle modelling tool to help communicate
their long term asset replacement needs to senior management.
Developed over the last twelve years by PhD students using a

range of statistical analytical tools, a suite of 900 curves have been
developed that model asset degradation over time. These curves
are initially applied at individual asset level. CAMS then uses a selflearning algorithm informed by asset condition data, that is uploaded
over time, to model how each individual asset is deteriorating in the
field.
Asset data can be analysed and reported at both micro and
macro level, assets can be classified in any way the client specifies,
for example from the point of view of risk, priority or asset type.
Key to CAMS’s success has been the ability to present technical
data about asset life in a way that is intuitive to senior management
from a non- technical background.
A large number of healthcare organisations, throughout the
country have found success in deploying CAMS and see it as an
essential tool in planning asset replacement activities. Helping to
prioritise these works over time and to manage the expectations of
senior stakeholders. Particularly when planning major items of future
capital expenditure.

For further details please visit our website
www.macdonaldlucas.com

A COMPLIANT WORKPLACE IS A SAFE WORKPLACE…
… and in a world where protection is wrapped in litigation – prevention
is the preferred alternative.
Compliant workplaces have robust platforms to ensure
contractors are qualified and certified to do their jobs.
LinkSafe are experts in managing contractor safety - online.
LinkSafe is the ‘go to’ service provider due to their expertise and
deep knowledge of contractor management within the health care
sector.
LinkSafe’s Contractor Management System allows companies to:
• Pre-qualify/register contractors
• Induct contractors online
• Capture licences/credentials

• Capture permit documentation
• Track compliance, time and attendance.
Keep on top of regulatory and legislative changes; have visibility
of their contractor compliance; limit access to contractors who
are non-compliant; and receive and create registrations through
LinkSafe’s dashboard.
LinkSafe’s contractor management solution is the solution for
companies serious about compliance and safety.

Find out how we can help! https://linksafe.com.au/
solutions/linksafe-health/

WHAT’S THE POINT OF DISINFECTING AND SANITIZING IF
YOUR SOLUTION ISN’T UP TO STANDARD?
Test strips are an effective, affordable, and easy solution that can work for everyone.
Test strips have been around since the late 1930’s
and ever since then have been getting better in terms of
reliability and accuracy whilst also increasing the testing
parameters that can be measured.
Test strips are a fast, reliable, and affordable way to
monitor sanitizer concentrations; and can help give you
the reassurance that your working environment is not
only clean, but safe. There are a range of cleaning and
disinfection solutions which need to be made at the time
of use from concentrations. The concentrations need to be
closely monitored to ensure the sanitizer is working effectively. Too
little sanitizer will allow the growth of harmful bacteria and too much
can be toxic and corrosive to equipment.
The most common test strips to verify a particular solution will
generally show measurements in ppm (part per million) or mg/L
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(milligram per liter). Food preparation or site disinfection
sanitizers may consist of one of the following:
• Peracetic Acid Solutions, up to 2000ppm
• Hydrogen Peroxide Solution, up to 1000ppm
• Quantitative Ammonia Compound Solution, up to
1000ppm
• Chlorine Solution, up to 800ppm
• pH test strips, 0 to 14
Depending on the application for sanitization, will
determine the necessary concentration. Tests strips can
confirm instantly if a readymade solution would be satisfactory. They
are also the cheapest method to get a reliable, accurate result.

Contact Vendart Diagnostics Pty Ltd Phone: 02 9139 2850
14/128 Station Rd, Seven Hills NSW 2147
Email: sales@vendart.com.au
Website: www.vendart.com.au

FULL STEAM AHEAD
“How to create a future proof thermal plant”

If one thing recent times has shown us is that hospitals
need to be not just reliable but also flexible for ever changing
conditions. Hospital intake rates, stays and capacity
limitations have all been common news in recent times as
one thing all hospital engineering facilities attempt to ensure,
is that the life blood of the hospital continues to function
affectively and simply, just work when needed too…
Hospitals around the world have been using steam for well
over a century. A hospital built a century ago certainly is very
different to a modern hospital and thanks to advantages in
controllability, the steam plant has advanced greatly however
still provides the clean and sterile thermal heat transfer that
has been tested over time to provide that reliability. However
that’s not all that’s to be considered these days.
With a significant proportion of developed nation’s
carbon emissions coming from the healthcare sector, there is
increasing pressure for hospitals to play their part in reducing
carbon production. It’s recognised that burning fossil fuels
for heat is not the only consideration here however the
distribution of electricity, gas, heat and cooling is estimated
to account for 40% of the three emitting scopes, so makes
sense to be an area to target(1).
The recent UK Healthcare roadmap goes into much
detail about the UK’s decarbonisation plans whilst utilising
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a modern central steam plant as part of a hospitals DNA
and for good reason. A hospitals longer term sustainability
plans now need to consider a combination of traditional
heating design involving a combination of steam, heat pump
technology and potentially CHP (Combined Heat power)
systems with the future steam boilers fuelled by low NOx
fuels like biofuel, hydrogen or via a renewable electricity
grid (2). There is much still required for Australia to claim
a “renewable power network” however the development
around hydrogen is ever increasing globally and with NSW’s
most recent announcement to invest in a $80B Hydrogen
plan to drive deep de-carbonisation (3) will create new
opportunities. If steam generating fuels, ether grid supplied
OR not, can become carbon neutral OR renewable offsets
considered in the process of steam generation, this combined
with an efficient steam distribution system can service the
major thermal needs of a hospital in a net zero fashion. So
what thermal needs can there-fore a steam plant address to
continually support a reliable and efficient infrastructure.

Steam Utilising Thermal Plant
Central Sterilisation: One of the critical departments
that requires steam is within CSSD however not all steam
generation sources can be considered equal. The end desire
is for steam to enter the autoclave as free as possible from
non-condensable gasses (<3.5%), as dry as possible (>95%)
and containing no superheat properties along with being
free from contaminates both in regards to contamination and
corrosion of loads. It’s important to consider that AS/NZ4187
and EN285 does not dictate how to produce steam, just the
quality levels required to be met on every operating cycle.
The steam quality compliance process currently requires
verification every 24hrs however the reality is, there is a lot
of changing conditions over a 24hr period and every cycle
must comply with ultimately the ownership for guarantee
remaining with the HSO. A clean steam central plant
provides the confidence for repeatability due to its thermal
capacity enabling response to steriliser thermal loads as and
when required. In addition with the move to pass through
sterilisation and implementation of sterile barriers, benefits are
realised when having serviceable equipment and performance
done outside sterile environments.
Hot Water Generation: The requirements of heating
water for both domestic (DHW) and low temperature (LTHW)
is a substantial thermal load on a hospital. Traditionally the
storage calorifier was commonly used for DHW however the
risk of Legionella from stagnate, cooling water conditions,
maintenance and cleaning requirements along with the plant

An Integrated steam thermal plant concept

room space required has seen a move towards more compact
plate heat exchange solutions, a “heat on demand approach”.
A heat exchanger package allows flexibility and can easily
be integrated with renewable offset technology such as
heat pumps and or solar PV systems. Waste heat can be
utilised for initial loading with a well-designed heat exchanger
system applying the final temperature control as needed or
by-passing if not. This removes the need for excess storage,
reduces plant real-estate and does so in an energy efficient
fashion.
Humidification: Depending on the climate control
requirements of the hospital, there may be a need for live
steam injection into air-streams. This needs to be considered
carefully from a quality point of view. Thermally the load
is minor however as humidity control is such a critical
application for hospital climate conditions and partly to
reduce risk of breeding bacteria or spreading potential airborne disease. Critical air-streams such as surgical or ICU
departments are at greater risk and any medium introduced
into these airstreams should be considered as such. Therefore
a quality clean steam should be considered.

Surveys and Audits: Healthcare facilities may choose
to start with a steam plant thermal audit reviewing the
distribution efficiency, along with potential energy recovery
opportunities to reduce OR offset fuel usage initially.
Additionally, steam quality and purity audits for critical
processes such as sterilisation should also form part of the
hospitals servicing and compliance schedules. Metering and
monitoring will allow for some automation and should be
considered where applicable however steam plant reviews
via qualified technicians is recommended to be carried out at
least annually to ensure their remains no hidden issues.
Contact your local Spirax office to discuss you longer term
options in relation to steam infrastructure. Spirax can assist
in developing a sustainable focused roadmap specific for the
hospital needs whilst integrating the latest technology to meet
future goals.
(1) Healthcare without Harm – Climate smart green paper Sep2019
(2) Heape, S & Lowndes, S 2021, A healthcare engineering roadmap
for delivering net zero carbon, United Kingdom.
(3) NSW Department of planning, industry and Environment (ref
EES2021/0481) Oct 2021, NSW Hydrogen Strategy
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